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Introduction

There are many factors that account for the spread of English worldwide and its 

establishment  as  an  international  language—from the  British  colonial  history to  the 

economic hegemony of the United States in the 20th century.1 The fact is that the history 

of the English language is just one story within the context of globalization. As nations 

become more and more integrated with one-another and as technology allows people to 

move and communicate across the globe at previously unimaginable speeds via the use 

of the Internet or air travel, the need for a common language that would allow people to 

communicate with each other regardless of their diverse cultural backgrounds is starting 

to be felt. Despite the efforts of linguists such as Zamenhof to provide the world with a 

language for international communication devoid of native speakers such as Esperanto, 

those never rose to the position of global lingua franca. If any language may pretend to 

such a status today, it would have to be English.2

The  rise  of  a  global  lingua  franca  such  as  English,  although  it  undeniably 

provides huge advantages to a large number of people, is also prone to a great deal of 

criticism. Indeed, such a phenomenon is often understood as responsible for the death of 

multiple  languages  worldwide  and  is  often  feared  to  induce  a  process  of  Anglo-

Americanization,  especially  in  the  context  of  Europe,  where  the  European  Union 

upholds  a  strict  language policy rooted  in  the  inherent  value  of  language diversity, 

where  the  national  paradigm  still  dominates  the  language  classroom3,  and  where 

national  institutions  such  as  the  Académie  française for  France4 or  the  Stichting 

Taalverdediging for the Netherlands5 actively work, among other things, to protect their 

national language from the corrupting effect that they believe English could have on 

them.

1 David Crystal, The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the Engligh Language, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2003), 106.

2 Hongyan Wang, “English as a Lingua Franca: Mutual Intelligibility of Chinese, Dutch and American 
Speakers of English,” Doctoral thesis, (Utrecht: Netherlands Graduate School of Linguistics (LOT), 
2007), 2.

3 Karen Risager, Language and Culture Pedagogy: From a National to a Transnational Paradigm, 
Languages for Intercultural Communication and Education, (Clevedon; Buffalo: Multilingual 
Matters, 2007), 142.

4 Académie Française, “Les Missions,” accessed May 18, 2014, http://www.academie-
francaise.fr/linstitution/les-missions

5 Stichting Taalverdediging, accessed May 18, 2014, http://www.taalverdediging.nl/
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Using the Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of English (VOICE)6, a collection 

of naturally occurring spoken interactions in English, this paper seeks to refine the field 

of English as a lingua franca (ELF) by identifying the cultural factors that are involved 

in the production of one's speech in ELF situations. Close attention will be paid to the 

communicative  strategies  that  the  participants  use,  to  the  way  their  identities  are 

expressed in their speech, to instances of code-switching or to neologisms that they may 

use, and to the ways in which they accommodate each other whenever communication 

is not clear. The aim of this thesis is threefold:

Firstly, the claim of Englishization – or of Anglo-Americanization – of Europe 

will be investigated from a sociolinguistic perspective. Is the spread of English really 

inducing an impoverishment of the continent's cultural landscape by imposing its native 

speakers' values and cultural references to the millions of Europeans that have adopted 

it  as  a  tool  for  communication?  In  this  respect,  the  question  of  the  link  between 

language and culture will have to be examined in the context of English as spoken by 

non-native speakers.

Secondly, the extent to which a plurality of cultures can be re-expressed through 

the  means  of  English  will  be  looked  into  by  attempting  to  answer  the  following 

question: How is the English language changing as it spreads to new settings and is re-

appropriated by new speakers across Europe? 

Thirdly, by taking the diversity of cultures of ELF speakers into account, this 

thesis  will  look  into  the  different  strategies  that  are  used  to  ensure  successful 

communication. Thus, the following question will be asked: What are the different tools 

that English speakers need in order to express themselves and understand others in an 

intercultural environment?

In order  to  answer these  three  questions,  the argument  of  this  paper  will  be 

structured as follow. The first chapter will provide the theoretical background on which 

this study will be based. The second chapter will explain the methodology that will then 

be  used in  the third chapter—the analysis  itself.  In  the  fourth chapter,  some of  the 

limitations of this thesis will be highlighted in order to provide some suggestions on the 

type of research that should be conducted next. Finally,  this thesis will  conclude by 

linking its results to the theoretical framework.

6 VOICE, 2013, The Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of English. (version 2.0 Online). (last 
accessed on May 20, 2014) 
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I) Literature Review

1) Language ideologies

The spread of English worldwide, although undeniable, is not happening without 

arousing much discussion and confusion surrounding its extent and the different forms 

that it takes. A view of a language is closely linked to an ideology—ideologies which 

will, in turn, influence language as it is spoken. Among the different ways to approach 

the question of language, and of English in particular, the subsequent conceptualizations 

will be introduced here, as they will be essential to interpret the data presented in part 

III: standard-language ideology, World Englishes, and English as a lingua franca.

a) Standard-language ideology

Standard-language ideology is a much-criticized position in the contemporary 

scholarly discourse, yet it remains extremely common in real life.7 It is rooted in the 

belief that a language has a correct form, and that any deviation from it is a mistake. 

The language variety is usually taken as a standard for establishing a norm because it  

comes with a perception of power—not because the variety is inherently more valuable 

than others, but because their speakers usually enjoy high prestige.8

Although they have come to be understood as the norm in the context of Europe, 

where  language  standardization  happened  alongside  a  process  of  nation  building, 

standard  languages  are  rather  "abnormal  in  their  development."9 Indeed,  whereas 

languages tend to develop progressively and somewhat randomly in an unconscious 

process, language standardization necessitates intervention from a state or an authority, 

such  as  an  academy  or  a  dictionary  publisher  that  has  managed  to  acquire  the 

recognition of society. Haugen theorizes this process of turning a particular dialect into 

a standardized language in four steps: "(1) selection of norm, (2) codification of form, 

(3) elaboration of function, and (4) acceptance by the community."10

(1) The process of selection consists on identifying and choosing a particular 

7 Gunnel Melchers and Philip Shaw, World Englishes (Great Britain: Hodder Education, 2011), 2013.
8 James Milroy, “Language Ideologies and the Consequences of Standardization,” Journal of  

Sociolinguistics 5, no. 4 (2001), 532.
9 Jenkins, World Englishes, 34.
10 Einar Haugen, “Dialect, Language, Nation,” American Anthropologist 68, no. 4 (1966), 933.
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variety of a language over any other. This variety is picked because it enjoys a certain 

prestige, but the reasons why it  does so can be various, and being devoid of native 

speakers does not seem to be a disqualifying factor, as illustrated by Standard Hebrew in 

the case of Israel. In the case of English, various standards have been proposed and are 

generally equally regarded as being correct, the two most well-known being Standard 

British English and Standard American English. Standard British English, which largely 

refers  to  "the  dialect  of  educated  people  throughout  the  British  Isles,"  for  instance, 

originally derives from the "dialect favored by the educated in London after the Royal 

Court was established following the Norman conquest."11

(2) Once a particular variant is selected a process of codification is undertaken. 

A working grammar of the variant is established and a right spelling for words is set to 

stone  in  dictionaries.  Pronunciation  is  also  codified,  as  in  the  case  of  Received 

Pronunciation, the spoken form associated with Standard British English, which is not a 

natural  dialect,  but  was  developed  by  Daniel  Jones  (1881–1967),  a  professor  at 

University College London, with the aim of establishing a pronunciation that would be 

widely  understood  across  speakers  of  different  dialects.12 In  the  case  of  American 

English,  codification  can  be  traced  back  to  Noah  Webster  who,  in  1789,  began 

classifying American pronunciation and spellings of words in the American dictionary 

of the English language.13

(3) The standardized language must be capable of fulfilling the needs of the wide 

variety of people who use it, and its lexicon then has to be refined in order to fill the 

gaps.14 These words can be borrowed from other languages or non-standard dialects – as 

the words  kangaroo,  koala or  billabong have been standardized to fill  a  gap in the 

language when describing the  very particular  Australian  natural  landscape15 –  or  be 

newly-coined when they describe  a  concept  that  was previously nonexistent  in  any 

language, such as Internet, or keyboard.

(4) Finally, in order for a standard version of a language to be successful, it of 

course has to be accepted by its users. The phenomenon of adoption does not have to be 

widespread  to  the  whole  society,  as  that  by  a  small  but  influential  group  will  be 

11 Jenkins, World Englishes, 35.
12 Melchers and Shaw, World Englishes, 49.
13 ibid, 85.
14 Haugen,“Dialect, Language, Nation,” 932.
15 Melchers and Shaw, World Englishes, 106.
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sufficient to ensure that investing time in learning the language will be beneficial and 

contribute to the future well-being of the language-learner.16 As previously mentioned, 

the prestige of a certain language variant is highly dependent on the perceived prestige 

position of its speakers, which is constantly subject to change. Thus, the standard for a 

language is in constant need to be refreshed through publications of new editions of 

dictionaries or through reassessment of grammar rules, for instance.

This paper does not aim to argue that there is something inherently wrong with 

the standard-language ideology, as its rationale could even be said to be pragmatic in 

nature. Indeed, by identifying the variety of a language that is associated with power, 

and by spreading it via school systems or grammar books, actors responsible for setting 

up and maintaining the standard aim to ensure that everyone enjoys equal opportunities 

for social inclusion. Indeed, it is only the most rational human decision to seek the best 

for oneself (or rather, what is perceived by the majority of people to be the best), and 

this may explain why such language ideology enjoys a wide popularity in mainstream 

society.  However,  accepting  the  standards  as  they  are  without  questioning  their 

legitimacy contributes to the establishment of structural inequalities between speakers 

of different social backgrounds on the arbitrary basis of how their speech sounds, and 

not  on their  actual  abilities  to  convey ideas  through language.  It  is  because  of  this 

unequal paradigm that "the standard-language ideology has been under attack for some 

time"17 and  that  linguists  have  attempted  to  define  new  models  for  understanding 

language devoid of the bias of correctness.

b) World Englishes

Some of  these  models  that  part  away from standard-language ideology have 

developed into the World Englishes position. According to this view, as English spreads 

to a new people – whether it is as a first, as a second, or as a foreign language – it is  

assimilated by its speakers, is influenced by their cultural and linguistic backgrounds 

and becomes a new variety of its own. For instance, although the former languages of 

Scotland and Ireland have been practically ousted by English, some of their linguistic 

characteristics  –  in  terms of  pronunciation,  lexicon and even grammar  – have been 

passed on to create what is today referred to as 'Scottish English' and 'Irish English'—

16 Haugen,“Dialect, Language, Nation,” 933.
17 Melchers and Shaw, World Englishes, 214.
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intelligible variations of English which yet retain their distinct flavors.18 According to 

this model, this holds true for all the varieties of English; from the regional dialects of  

England to, as in the case of Indian English, families of dialects which share similar 

traits due to the common ancestry of the local languages English was superimposed 

upon.19

From the  1980s,  linguists  started  to  propose  new  models  to  understand  the 

spread of English. Perhaps the most cited of them, Kachru's three-circle model, divides 

variations of English in the world between the Inner Circle,  where most people use 

English as a first language (UK, USA, Australia, ...), the Outer Circle, where English is 

used  as  a  second  language  in  education  and  official  institutions  (India,  Singapore, 

anglophone Africa, ...), and the Expanding Circle, where English has no particular status 

but  is  still  massively learned as a  second language (most  European and East  Asian 

countries).20 21 An implication of such model is that it redefines the notion of standard, 

and grants legitimacy to the new varieties of English, notably within the Outer Circle, 

which largely correspond to the varieties  used in  the former colonies  of  the British 

Empire. Thus, it celebrates the differences between the varieties, and attaches positive 

value  to  features  that  are  described  as  errors  according  to  the  standard-language 

ideology, as those are seen as representing cultural diversity and as contributing to the 

establishment of new norms.22

Another point that the World Englishes position raises is that, with a ratio of first  

language speakers to second and foreign language speakers of only about one to four, 

English is far from being solely the language of its native speakers 23, and is learned not 

simply  to  communicate  with  them,  but  for  different  purposes  by  different  people. 

Kachru's  model,  however,  although aiming to the recognition of a wider number of 

varieties, still establishes distance between those spoken by descendants of European 

speakers of English of the Inner Circle and those of the Outer and Expanding circles. In 

fact,  the  three-circle  model,  as  well  as  the  term 'native  speaker',  is  problematic,  as 

Mufwene argues, because it does not solve the problem of legitimacy that the varieties 

18 ibid, 71-79.
19 ibid, 141-146.
20 Jenkins, World Englishes, 17-19.
21 Melchers and Shaw, World Englishes, 6-10.
22 ibid, 214-215.
23 David Crystal, “A Global Language” in English in the world: history, diversity, change, ed. Philip 

Seargeant et al. (Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon; New York: Routledge, 2012), 155.
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differing the most from Inner Circle speech are facing.24 In his view, the development of 

the new Englishes is not so different from that of the already well-established varieties, 

and a model of all varieties can be visualized as a family tree of English languages. 

Standard  British  English  may  have  been  the  mother  language  that  gave  birth  to  a 

number of daughter languages such as Australian English, Singapore English or Indian 

English, but all are equally legitimate and flexible in their range of uses. Singapore 

English – an Outer Circle variety according to Kachru's model – is just as complete as a  

language as  Australian  English,  in  the  same way that  Portuguese is  as  complete  as 

French, both descendants of the same mother language—Latin.

Such a model of classification of local varieties is useful to recognize similar 

patterns  of  speech  between  two  communities  –  how  German  English  (the  English 

spoken by native speakers of German), for instance, would share common features with 

other Englishes of the Germanic family – but, just as other World Englishes models, it  

suffers  from  serious  limitations  in  that  it  does  not  recognize  hybridization.  It  is 

entrenched in a static, national view of language and fails to recognize the complexity 

of global cross-cultural flows of English.25 However, as Seidlhofer points out, although 

"the conceptualization of languages or varieties as bounded units is a convenient fiction 

for the purpose of linguistic analysis, it is important to recognize that language users 

themselves will tend to think of the language they use in a similar way."26 Standardized 

languages, whether they have multiple standards or just one, are socially constructed, 

but  these social  constructions are still  regarded by a large majority of people as an 

important  part  of  their  identity,  and although  such  models  fail  to  fully  explain  the 

workings of language, they play a significant role in how language is actually used.

c) English as a lingua franca

The ever-growing number of speakers of English in the Outer and Expanding 

circles has led to a discourse arguing for a re-conceptualization of English centered on 

its role as a medium of communication in international contexts. The term lingua franca 

used to refer to "a contact language used in the Eastern Mediterranean from the eleventh 

24 Jenkins, World Englishes, 71.
25 Will Baker, “The Cultures of English as a Lingua Franca,” TESOL Quarterly 43, no. 4 (2009),  568.
26 Barbara Seidlhofer, Understanding English as a Lingua Franca (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2011), 77. 
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to the early nineteenth centuries."27 Today, as English is increasingly used outside of its 

native contexts, the term English as a lingua franca (ELF) has come to refer to "any use 

of English among speakers of different first languages for whom English is the medium 

of choice, and often the only option."28

The  rationale  behind  ELF  is  that  non-native  forms  that  are  usually  seen  as 

anomalies or mistakes in the standard-language ideology are commonplace, and do not 

necessarily  hinder  communication  in  ELF  situations.  Moreover,  some  studies  have 

shown that  often,  it  is  non-native  speakers,  and  not  native  speakers,  who  are  at  a 

communicative advantage in intercultural settings, as they are not as strongly influenced 

by norms and are therefore more flexible in understanding a large range of non-standard 

forms.29 Thus, it should make little sense, in the current day and age, to put so much 

emphasis on conforming to the native norms when the language is actually learned to 

communicate across cultures.

Investigating the ELF phenomenon and identifying "common patterns of lexical 

and grammatical forms"30 among speakers with different language backgrounds in order 

to theorize an ELF norm for language teaching was a central concern in earlier ELF 

research, but the focus has recently shifted to studying the flexibility of ELF users and 

the  processes  underlying  their  language choices.31 Although both research fields  are 

concerned with the implications of the spread of English worldwide, what distinguishes 

this  approach  from  the  World  Englishes  discourse  is  that  it  focuses  on  the 

communicative value of English in a multicultural environment, and not so much on 

establishing new norms that aim to legitimize different patterns of speech across various 

cultures. If for instance, research into English in Europe would, from a World Englishes 

perspective, emphasize the shared features in the language forms of speakers with the 

same  or  related  native  language,  an  ELF  perspective  would  emphasize  the  "fluid, 

flexible,  contingent,  hybrid  and  deeply  intercultural"  nature  of  the  communicative 

process in ELF itself.32 The aim of ELF research is not, as Jenkins et al have pointed 

out, to replace the American and British English models with another monolithic model, 
27 Ian MacKenzie, English as a Lingua Franca: Theorizing and Teaching English (Milton Park, 

Abingdon: Routledge, 2013), 2.
28 Seidlhofer, Understanding English as a Lingua Franca, 7.
29 ibid, 38-41.
30 Jennifer Jenkins, Alessia Cogo, and Martin Dewey, “Review of Developments in Research into 

English as a Lingua Franca,” Language Teaching 44, no. 03 (2011), 288-289.
31 ibid, 287.
32 ibid, 284.
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but to legitimize its heterogeneous nature.33 Thus, it promotes intercultural awareness so 

that ELF speakers "feel they can express their identities and be themselves [...] without 

being marginalized on account of features like foreign accents, lack of idiom, or culture-

specific communicative styles as long as they can negotiate and manage communicative 

situations successfully and fluently."34 Research on ELF thus bypasses the problems that 

World Englishes position encounter when faced with hybridization, and recognizes that 

ELF is "characterized by local variations alongside emerging, shared processes."35

Why these three language ideologies seem relevant for an analysis of cultural 

expressions in English in Europe lies in the fact that they all tie language to a different 

cultural realm. While standard-language ideology draws the link between the English 

language and the cultures from which it originates, the World Englishes position focuses 

on the effect of spillover from one's culture of origin onto English, and ELF research 

emphasizes the importance of the third space – the process of communication itself – in 

the generation of speech.

2) Theorizing English as a lingua franca

a) Language for identification VS. language for communication

One of the central questions to those considering the consequences of the spread 

of  English  in  Europe  is  on  its  impact  on  the  continent's  linguistic  diversity.  House 

argues  against  the  widespread claim that  English in  its  role  as  a  lingua franca is  a 

language killer  "by making a  distinction between 'language for  communication'  and 

'language for identification'."36 In her view, ELF differs from native English in that it is 

merely a "repertoire of different communicative instruments an individual has at his/her 

disposal."37 One's identity will thus be determined, not by English, but by the languages 

that one's speak locally and in the private sphere. She claims that by recognizing the 

special position of ELF as a language for communication, the need for local languages 

33 ibid, 305-306.
34 Anna Mauranen, “The Corpus of English as Lingua Franca in Academic Settings,” TESOL Quarterly 

37, no. 3 (October 1, 2003), 517.
35 Baker, “The Cultures of English as a Lingua Franca,” 570.
36 Juliane House, “English as a Lingua Franca: A Threat to Multilingualism?,” Journal of  

Sociolinguistics 7, no. 4 (2003): 570. 
37 ibid, 559.
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for identification that are rooted in one's cultural traditions will be strengthened.38 As 

Seidlhofer also points out, it is anglophone-centric attitudes that are a threat to linguistic 

diversity, and not English itself.39 Such an argument – or at least the theory behind it – is 

interesting  to  take  into  account.  If  English  is  indeed  no  more  than  a  tool  for 

communication that  people use to  discuss global matters or to  convey their  cultural 

backgrounds on an international scale, then one may wonder why its spread would be 

detrimental  to  the  local  languages.  However,  as  De Swaan rightly points  out,  what 

matters is not so much people's right "to speak whatever languages they wish, but the 

freedom of everybody to ignore what they say in the language of their choice,"40 and 

this is also true of varieties of ELF that do not conform to the native standards. At the 

center of this debate lies the question of attitudes towards ELF.

b) Attitudes towards English as a lingua franca

Perceptions play an important role in the dynamics of language use. Firstly, it 

would  seem  an  oversimplification  to  discard  ELF  as  merely  a  language  for 

communication by assuming that it does not play a part in the building of one's identity, 

and secondly,  the  attitudes  of  others  towards  how one expresses  oneself  in  English 

cannot be ignored either. As Jenkins formulates it in her study on attitudes towards ELF:

"If [Non-native speakers] of English remain persuaded that their success [...] in their  
English-using life [...] is intrinsically bound up with the proximity of their English to 
[Native speakers] norms, then it is not surprising if there is a reluctance to relinquish the 
aspiration of 'achieving' these norms."41

Her findings  show that  even though the rationale  of ELF is  supported by its  users, 

rejecting the native norms altogether involves too great a leap of faith, and the status 

quo is  therefore  maintained.42 Whether  or  not  ELF forms that  allow for  non-native 

speakers' identities to be expressed will be embraced in the future largely depends on 

how they are believed to lead to success rather than to be discriminated for.43 Among the 

participants in her study on attitudes elicited by various ELF accents (which consisted in 

English teaching professionals in twelve countries, the vast majority of whom were non-

38 ibid, 562.
39 Barbara Seidlhofer, “Anglophone-Centric Attitudes and the Globalization of English,” Journal of  

English as a Lingua Franca 1, no. 2 (January 13, 2012).
40 Abram De Swaan, Words of the World: The Global Language System (Cambridge, UK; Malden, MA: 

Polity, 2001), 52.
41 Jennifer Jenkins, English as a Lingua Franca: Attitude and Identity, Oxford Applied Linguistics 

(Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 89-90.
42 ibid, 141-142.
43 ibid, 231.
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native speakers44), standard varieties of English (UK, US and Australian English) still 

ranked first, second and third in terms of correctness, acceptability, pleasantness and 

familiarity.45 German English, on the other hand, despite having often been described as 

'correct',  'good'  or  'easy  to  understand',  was  also  pointed  out  to  sound  'harsh', 

'unpleasant',  'cold'  or  'stiff'.46 This  example  clearly  shows  that  the  desirability  of  a 

variety is not only linked to its international intelligibility, but also to the feelings that it 

is associated with, no matter whether these reactions are rooted in objective linguistic 

facts or prejudices. In the present state of things, it would appear natural that German 

speakers, for instance, may strive to attain a native-like speech in order to avoid being 

perceived negatively.

c) English as a lingua franca and identity

External attitude towards one's speech are one of the forces that push for the 

desirability of a language variety over an other. Another force at work is the relation 

between one's  personal  identity and the way one wishes  it  to  be expressed through 

language. The phenomenon of identity must be understood here, not as something that 

is inherent to people, but as a sense of who they are that is subject to reconsideration. 

Identities become more and more complex in postmodern societies, and go beyond the 

simple  framework  of  nations  and  languages,  although  those  affiliations  still  remain 

significant for a considerable number of people. As mentioned above, the dichotomy 

between language for identification and language for communication takes into account 

the fact that one's identity can be expressed through the medium of English, but does 

not  consider  the  extent  to  which  one's  identity  is  also  influenced  by  the  English 

language  and  its  perceived  users.  Yet,  as  another  of  Jenkins's  studies  –  in  which 

seventeen non-native speakers, teachers of English were interviewed on their attitudes 

towards native and non-native accents and their perspective on teaching ELF accents – 

shows,  such  influences  cannot  be  dismissed.47 Indeed,  her  findings  highlight  that 

attitudes  towards  ELF are  conflicted.  On one  hand,  the  interviewees  "expressed  an 

attachment to their mother tongue and nationality" as well as showed some evidence of 

a shared sense of community with other non-native speakers, but on the other, they still 

44 ibid, 154-155.
45 ibid, 161.
46 ibid, 171.
47 ibid, 197-235.
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expressed a strong desire to be part of an English native community, especially in their 

role as teachers, as it is expected of them to be the guards of 'proper English'.48

If findings about current attitudes towards ELF would seem to undermine the 

argument for the recognition of non-native speech by revealing that native Englishes are 

still widely regarded as the only legitimate varieties by native and non-native speakers 

alike, as Cook points out, "their acceptance of the native speaker model does not mean 

these attitudes are right."49 Indeed, various groups have throughout history enjoyed a 

privileged position in society for various reasons such as skin color or gender, but the 

fact that the privileged group's characteristics are seen as desirable does not equate with 

an inherent deficit in other groups. It does not mean either that the status quo should go 

unchallenged or that attempts to change attitudes should not be undertaken in order to 

move towards a more egalitarian paradigm. The fact that attitudes towards ELF are 

conflicted – or  as some of  Jenkins'  respondents describe it,  in  a state  of "linguistic 

schizophrenia"50 – is already a step forward from a blind acceptance of native speech as 

the absolute model to follow and an indication that cultures are adapting to the spread 

and internationalization of English. The next part will then discuss the link between 

language and culture in order to gain insight into the dynamic flow of speech in the 

context of globalization.

3) Language and culture

a) Linguistic relativity

The link between language and culture is a central concept of the contemporary 

linguistic and anthropological literature. A point of departure to consider the impact of 

language on culture is the theory of linguistic relativity—the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.51 

This hypothesis, which can be argued to be at the foundation of modern linguistics, 

states that one's language determines (or at least  influences) one's conception of the 

world. Following this logic, the language of a people is what drives their cognition and 

48 ibid, 231-233.
49 Vivian Cook, “Going beyond the Native Speaker in Language Teaching,” TESOL Quarterly 33, no. 2 

(1999): 196.
50 Jenkins, English as a Lingua Franca: Attitude and Identity, 231.
51 Benjamin L. Whorf, “The relation of habitual thought and behavior to language,” in Language, 

thought and reality – Selected writings of Benjamin Lee Whorf, edited by J. Carroll (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press), 173-204. 
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therefore dictates their culture. This structuralist model, however, is difficult to defend, 

as  it  does not  account  for  the extent  in  which language itself  is  also influenced by 

culture. Moreover, it is traditionally dominated by a first-language bias, and the impact 

that  one's  second language  could  have  on  one's  cognition  is  left  undetermined.  An 

analysis of the impact of English on the culture of its new speakers in the expanding 

circle must therefore break away from such a deterministic approach and consider the 

language-culture nexus in all its complexity.

b) Languaculture

Risager theorizes the link between language and culture around the concept of 

'languaculture' introduced by the anthropologist Michael Agar. The term languaculture 

refers to the embeddedness of language in cultural practices and can be understood as 

the interface between the two concepts.  Risager distinguishes between language and 

culture in the generic sense, and languages and cultures in the differential sense.52 In the 

generic sense,  language and culture are  inseparable,  as language arises from human 

cultural  practices,  but  in  the differential  sense,  that  link can be broken,  as different 

languages are linked to different cultural phenomena. As a language is displaced from 

its original languacultural context, it will be affected by the languaculture of its new 

speakers.  Thus,  there  will  be  as  many  English  languacultures  as  there  are  English 

speakers. Such a view acknowledges the intricate ties between language and culture, but 

questions the rigid connection of languages with identifiable cultures, arguing that "the 

link between language and culture is created in every new communicative event."53 It is 

then both made possible to analyze the languaculture of a language in itself (English 

cultural expressions in the English language, for instance), or to study what happens 

when language meets with new languacultures, "i.e. what happens between people who 

perhaps use the same language."54 There are, according to Risager, three dimensions to 

languaculture:

"-the semantic-pragmatic dimension;

-the poetic dimension;

-the identity dimension."

52 Karen Risager, Language and Culture: Global Flows and Local Complexity (Clevedon: Multilingual 
Matters, 2006), 45.

53 ibid, 185.
54 ibid, 117.
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The semantic-pragmatic dimension alludes to how language is tied to one's cognition. It 

is  the  dimension  that  has  traditionally  interested  anthropologists,  and  refers  to  the 

phonological,  grammatical-lexical  and  textual  structure  of  a  language  in  relation  to 

culture. It attempts to explain why, for instance, certain languages make a distinction 

between a polite and a non-polite you, or why speakers of different languages classify 

colors  differently.  The  poetic  dimension  is  related  to  the  aesthetic  potential  of  a 

language. It refers to the exploitation of a language's phonology and syllabic structure 

for literary effects. The identity dimension is concerned with the social meaning of a 

language. It focuses on how language use can be seen as an act of identity and on how 

different  languages  or  language  varieties  are  ascribed  different  values  in  different 

communities.55

These three dimensions of languaculture are interrelated, and "both structurally 

constrained and socially and personally viable."56 Every act  of language draws both 

from  the  languacultural  dimensions  of  the  language  itself  and  from  the  personal 

languacultural background of an individual to yield unique linguistic results.

c) Discourse community

Scollon  and  Scollon  argue  that  the  concept  of  'culture'  is  too  restrictive  to 

account for the complexity of social interactions, and that language is first and foremost 

influenced  by  the  discourse  system  itself.  Indeed,  even  within  a  same  culture,  a 

language will be subject to various modifications depending on the type of interaction 

and  the  event  of  communication.  Thus,  they  believe  it  more  accurate  to  speak  of 

"interdiscourse communication rather than intercultural communication."57 In the case 

of ELF, the rationale is the opposite, but the process is the same: although its speakers 

do  not  share  a  culture,  they  create  commonness  between  them through  the  act  of 

communication  which  has  implications  for  the  way  they  express  and  identify 

themselves. As Baker sums it up, "cultures can be viewed as a discourse community, but 

one that is enacted alongside and in relationship with other discourse communities, and 

one  whose  role  and  relevance  to  communication  is  emergent  in  each  individual 

55 Karen Risager, Language and Culture Pedagogy: From a National to a Transnational Paradigm, 
(Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 2007), 170-172. 

56 ibid, 171.
57 Ron Scollon and Suzanne Wong Scollon, “Discourse and Intercultural Communication,” in The 

Handbook of Discourse Analysis, ed. Deborah Schiffrin, Deborah Tannen, and Heidi E. Hamilton 
(Blackwell Publishers Ltd, 2005), 537–47.
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instance."58

In  conclusion,  one  may  assert  that  language  is  not  simply  cultural,  but 

intercultural in nature. It is both entrenched in perceptions and expectations of what its 

legitimate roots might be, in one's personal cultural background, and in the community 

that emerges through the act of discourse. The cultural forms expressed through ELF are 

most  likely hybrid and constantly shifting.  Through analyzing transcriptions of ELF 

speech made available as part of the VOICE corpus, this paper will seek to demonstrate 

evidence of this process of emergence of a community rooted in cultural hybridity.

4) Examples of previously conducted studies on ELF

Building on this theoretical background, a number of qualitative analyses have 

been conducted by other researchers and have inspired the methodology for this thesis. 

Baker's research on intercultural communication in Thailand is one of them.59 In order 

to gain some insights into the thorny question of the link between culture and language 

in the case of ELF, he compiled and examined recordings from intercultural encounters 

and individual interviews in a university in Thailand. His findings suggested, among 

other things, that the ability of his participants to speak fluent English was not explained 

by a knowledge of the cultures of the United Kingdom or of the United States, but by 

experiences  of  intercultural  communication  within  Thailand.  Data  from the  VOICE 

corpus  is  similar  in  its  form to  the  data  used  by Baker  in  his  study,  and the  main 

difference lies in its geographical focus of analysis.

Fielder investigated the distinction between 'language for communication'  and 

'language for identification'  which is sometimes made when considering the cultural 

implications of the spread of English.60 In order to do so, she conducted a phraseological 

analysis  on  a  corpus  similar  to  VOICE,  composed  of  recordings  of  conference 

presentations  and  discussions,  seminar  and  informal  interactions.  Fiedler  showed 

through a number of examples how ELF speakers play with the native idioms or create 

58 Baker, “The Cultures of English as a Lingua Franca,” 573.
59 Baker, “The Cultures of English as a Lingua Franca.”
60 Sabine Fiedler, “English as a Lingua Franca – a native-culture-free code? Language of 

Communication vs. Language of Identification,” Apples – Journal of Applied Language Studies 5(3): 
79-97.
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new ones, such as the expression "the red thread of an argument"61, a saying which does 

not have a meaning in Standard English, but that is nonetheless widely understood by a 

large number of European speakers, as it is present in many of their languages, as other 

researchers have also pointed out.62

The VOICE corpus has also served as a database for a number of studies on 

ELF. One of them, by Pitzl et al., looks at the phenomenon of lexical innovation by 

focusing on words marked as neologisms by the <pvc> tag which will be presented in 

the following chapter.63 They classified those words according to the processes leading 

to  their  formation  (suffixation,  borrowing,  analogy,  etc.)  and  concluded  on  the 

functional  motivations  that  could  explain  the  need  for  new coinages.  They notably 

found out that a significant number of neologisms served at least one of the following 

purposes: "increasing clarity, economy of expression, regularization and filling lexical 

gaps".64 However, as acknowledged by the authors, the <pvc> tag does not account for 

all the words that do not conform to the framework of Standard English. If for instance, 

an existing word is used outside of its standard context, it will not be indicated by the 

<pvc> tag and this study therefore leaves considerable room for refinement.

It is by building on this body of existing studies and by providing an analysis 

similar in its methodology to that of the articles just mentioned that this thesis seeks to 

refine the field of ELF.  The next  section will  present  the material  and some of the 

necessary  information  required  to  understand  the  way  in  which  this  research  was 

conducted.

61 ibid, 88.
62 Marko Modiano, “Euro-English: A Swedish Perspective,” English Today 19, no. 2 (2003): 39. 
63 Marie-Luise Pitzl, Angelika Breiteneder and Theresa Klimpfinger, “A world of words: processes of 

lexical innovation in VOICE,”  Vienna English Working Papers 17/2 (2008): 21-46. 
64 ibid, 40-43.
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II) Methodology

1) VOICE – Description of the corpus

The  material  used  in  this  thesis  is  taken  from  VOICE,  the  Vienna-Oxford 

International  Corpus  of  English65,  a  collection  of  language  data  compiled  by  the 

Department  of  English  at  the  University  of  Vienna,  under  the  direction  of  Barbara 

Seidlhofer. It comprises over one million words transcribed from about 120 hours of 

naturally occurring interactions in English in a lingua franca situation. The speakers 

come from a wide range of language backgrounds, with approximately 1250 speakers of 

about 50 different mother tongues, but who are all described as experienced users of 

ELF. The speech events were recorded at  various locations in Europe,  and although 

most  participants  come from a European language background,  some non-European 

ELF speakers  are  also present  in  the  corpus.  Moreover,  the recordings  do not  only 

consist of people who speak English as a second or foreign language, but also include 

some native speakers in the speech events.  The corpus therefore seeks to accurately 

account for the diversity of ELF interactions in Europe,  where non-native European 

speakers of English interact not only among themselves, but also with non-Europeans 

and native speakers of English. The various transcriptions of speech events are arranged 

between educational,  leisure,  business,  organizational  and research domains,  and are 

made up of various speech event types depending on the purpose and the number of 

participants during the interaction.

For the purpose of this study, 19 speech events have been selected among the 

educational (ED), leisure (LE) and professional research (PR) domains—a sub-corpus 

of a total of 61 614 words, or about 6 percent of the complete VOICE database. The 

selection of these speech events was done according to their distribution across the three 

different domains so as to include about 20 000 words  of material in each of them. 

Moreover,  the  sub-corpus  was  selected  to  include  a  variety  of  speech  event  types 

(conversations, interviews, seminar discussions, panel discussions and question-answer 

sessions) as  well  as speakers  from as  many first  language backgrounds as  possible. 

65 VOICE, 2013, The Vienna-Oxford International Corpus of English. (version 2.0 Online). (last access 
on April 24, 2014) 
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Thus,  the sub-corpus includes a range of formal,  as well  as informal interactions in 

order to provide new insights into the wide array of factors influencing the production 

of ELF speech. The table below lists the speech events that have been selected for this 

study as well as some information relevant for this analysis. 

Domain Speech event (word 
count)

Native languages of participants Location

Educational EDcon250 (6379) German, Slovak, Turkish Vienna, Austria
EDcon496 (5075) Spanish, English, Indonesian, 

German, Italian
Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands

EDsed301 (8292) German, Chinese, Lithuanian, 
English, Romanian, Macedonian

Strobl, Austria

Leisure LEcon227 (2535) Dutch, Danish Vienna, Austria
LEcon228 (896) Norwegian, Finnish, German Vienna, Austria
LEcon329 (4704) Maltese, Serbian Malta
LEcon351 (2201) Spanish, German La Herdura, 

Spain
LEcon418 (1452) Norwegian, German Vienna, Austria 
LEcon420 (4576) German, Czech Glasgow, the 

United Kingdom
LEcon573 (1731) German, Italian London, the 

United Kingdom
LEint551(442) French, German Austria
LEint552 (512) French, German Austria
LEint553 (411) German, Swedish Austria
LEint554 (847) Spanish, German Austria
LEint555(903) Latvian, German Austria

Professional 
research

PRint30 (1521) German, Italian Vienna, Austria
PRpan294 (11500) German, Slovak, Slovene, 

Czech, Japanese
Vienna, Austria

PRqas18 (3023) Dutch, Norwegian, Finnish Helsinki, 
Finland

PRqas495 (4608) Spanish, English, Chinese, 
German, Hungarian

Vienna, Austria

In order to transcribe spoken interactions as closely as possible in a way that 

they  are  computer-readable  and  usable  by  other  researchers,  linguists  working  on 

VOICE have had to establish a set of conventions. A complete list of all conventions 
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can be found on the VOICE website.66 Of particular relevance to this  study are the 

mark-up conventions listed below:

-  the  <pvc> tag is  used to  highlight  "striking variations  on the level  of  phonology, 

morphology and lexis as well as 'invented' words"67 by marking words that are not listed 

in  the  Oxford  Advanced  Learner's  Dictionary  7th  edition.  Although  this  selection 

process  is  far  from  being  comprehensive  or  totally  accurate,  this  tag  remains 

nevertheless useful to analyze the ways in which ELF speech differs from the standard-

language norms.

-the <L1> and <LN> tags indicate utterances in a speaker's first language (<L1>) or in a 

speaker's  foreign  language  other  than  English  (<LN>).  These  markers  are  used  to 

highlight  instances  of  code-switching  and  to  investigate  the  influence  of  various 

languacultural factors on ELF speech.

Moreover, in order to facilitate the reading of the extracts that have been selected 

for this thesis, the following conventions have been deemed worthy of explanation:

-The extracts do not contain standard punctuation. Instead, the question mark (?) and the 

full stop (.) respectively indicate a  rising and a falling intonation. Emphasis on a certain 

word or syllable is marked by capital letters, and pauses in speech are marked by a full 

stop or a number of seconds between parentheses (eg. (.) or (2) ).

-The tags <1></1>, <2></2>, ... are used in pairs to indicate an overlap of speech when 

two or more participants are expressing themselves at once.

-Laughter and phrases spoken laughingly are indicated by the @ sign or the <@></@> 

tags.

-Finally,  unintelligible  utterances  are  marked by a  number of  x's  approximating  the 

number  of  syllables  between  the  <un></un>  tags  and  uncertain  transcriptions  are 

written between parentheses.

2) An empirical analysis of VOICE

The type of analysis to which the nature of the material lends itself best is a 

66 “VOICE Mark-up Conventions,” June 2007, www.univie.ac.at/voice/documents/VOICE_mark-
up_conventions_v2-1.pdf. 

67 ibid, 4.
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qualitative one. Indeed, the VOICE corpus transcribes social interactions as they took 

place, and it therefore seems most appropriate for the purpose of this thesis to study the 

material in all its complexities by considering each phrase and each word independently. 

Moreover, the written nature of the data imposes a set of limitations that this analysis 

will need to work within. Indeed, let us consider the following extract from the corpus:

Extract 1: LEcon573; S2=Italian (IT)

184 S2:= i  think that was the (.) the side i went to. hh then i went again for a  
CONFerence. (.) and erm (.) <smacks lips> i remember walking i mean it's it's 
becoming quite POSH now. because i remember hh not sleeping the day after 
my: (.) talk after conference as usual (.) and er (.) i got up like at six o'clock in 
the morning. it was (.) VERY bright. (.) because it was like (.) like SAT- er se:- 
september october. so it was VERY bright in the MORning. hh and i got UP (.) 
at six six THIRty and i was er RUNNIng. and i thought okay i go jogging. hh 
AND er i went to the susPENSION bridge. (.) 

Although the exaggerated pitch, indicated by capital letters in the transcription, could 

suggest some influence from the speaker's native tongue, which is Italian, concluding 

that this  participant  speaks with an Italian accent  seems too great of a leap,  as one 

cannot assert such a thing with certainty from simply looking at the written word. This 

thesis will therefore avoid making claims on the basis of supposed accents or variations 

in pronunciation, and focus expressly on the levels of lexis, grammar and phraseology.

Perhaps the most obvious level of analysis is that of the lexicon. Indeed, ELF 

users tend to draw on their languacultural resources and re-appropriate the language in 

innovative ways to express themselves in the way that they find most fitting to the 

situation of communication. Lexical innovations include things such as code-switching 

(when a speaker draws on the lexicon of another language), new coinages (invention of 

new words not recognized in the Standard English lexicon), semantic extension (new 

usage  of  an  existing  word),  but  also  unintended  uses  that  may  lead  to 

misunderstandings. ELF grammar is also flexible, and tends to differ in some ways from 

that  of  Standard  English.  In  that  regard,  Seidlhofer  provides  a  survey  of  some 

grammatical forms that are commonplace among speakers of ELF and that may serve as 

a guideline on the type of variations to look for in the corpus. This list includes:

"-dropping the third person present tense -s

-confusing the relative pronouns who and which

-omitting definite and indefinite articles where they are obligatory in ENL (English as a 
native language), and inserting them where they do not occur in ENL
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-failing to use correct forms in tag questions (e.g.  isn't it? or  no? instead of  shouldn't  
they?)

-inserting redundant proposition, as in we have to study about...

-overusing certain verbs of high semantic generality, such as do, have, make, put, take

-replacing infinitive-constructions with that-clauses, as in I want that...

-overdoing explicitness(e.g. black color rather than just black)"68

Finally, the level of phraseology – which refers to the study of idiomatic expressions, 

phrasal verbs or other phrases containing multiple lexical units – will complement the 

previous two levels by allowing for an analysis of the use of words in their context. 

Phraseology in ELF is composed of expressions that are learned and used directly as 

they are used in an English native context, of expressions that are transferred from one's 

native  language  background  and,  among  other  things,  of  meta-communicative 

utterances that question the use of the English language itself.

As highlighted in section I, previous research suggest that the production of ELF 

speech  is  influenced by three  cultural  levels:  the  English  native  cultural  codes,  the 

speaker's own languacultural background and the codes of the specific community in 

which speech is produced. The diversity of ways in which these three levels of cultural 

influence are expressed in ELF will be presented through a selection of extracts from 

the sub-corpus that display expressions, words and grammatical constructions linked to 

those  three  levels.  The extracts  will  be  presented  following the  list  of  transcription 

conventions used in the VOICE database. The native language(s) of each speaker will 

be listed with the country code of the place from which they originate according to the 

ISO 3166 standard.69 Moreover, in order to make it as easy as possible to refer to them 

online, each extract will be accompanied by the title of the speech event from which it 

was taken as well  as by the exact numbering of the lines of dialogue.  Extracts  that 

display  resembling  features  and  that  can  provide  similar  insights  on  ELF  will  be 

grouped together and presented in parallel to one-another. In some extracts, the features 

of  speech that  are  deemed most  interesting for  analysis  will  be highlighted in  bold 

characters. The color-coding used in the original corpus to highlight the mark-up tags 

will, however, be reduced to black.

68 Barbara Seidlhofer, “Research Perspective on Teaching English as a Lingua Franca,” Annual Review 
of Applied Linguistics 24 (2004): 220. 

69 “Country Codes - ISO 3166,” International Organization for Standardization, accessed on May 19, 
2014, http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes.htm.
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III) Analysis

This chapter will present extracts from the corpus that demonstrate some of the 

ways in which ELF speech is influenced by various cultural factors pertaining notably 

to the three cultural spheres emphasized in part I: the English native sphere, the local 

sphere, and the ELF speech community.

1) Influence of English standards and native languaculture on ELF

a) Standards of English

English as spoken in a lingua franca situation is obviously influenced by the 

standards of English in terms of grammar and lexicon, as it is through those that the 

language is first taught in schools. Firstly, let us consider the following extracts:

Extract 2: LEcon329; S1=Maltese (MT) S3=Serbian (RS) S4=Maltese (MT) & 
English (MT)

261 S1: he understands maltese very well <6><un> xx </un></6>

262 S3: <6> not re- </6>

263 S4: <6> i know yes </6> cos i was telling them 

264 S3: really?

265 S4: yes cos <7> (how sweet) </7>

266 S3: <7> he do </7> he does?

Extract 3: EDsed30; S2=German (DE)

50 S2: <smacks lips> a:nd er (.) obviously these these people would then no longer 
purchase the butter on the normal market. er they would get them er for VERY 
special conditions or <4> under very </4> special er conditions (.) 

Extract 4: EDsed301; S2=German (DE)

234 S2: so looki- looking at at  a farm with (2) cows.  a cow farm. let's let's let's  
pick a cow farm. of a certain (.) er of a certain size. 

In  Extracts  2  and  3,  one  can  witness  evidence  of  a  process  of  self-repairing:  The 

speakers commit what they deem to be an error, and instantly correct themselves by 

referring to the appropriate grammar or expression according to the standards of English 

that they have learned. Such a case of self-repair is also visible in Extract 4, where S2 

expresses  her  train  of  thought  in  relation  to  a  concept  (a  farm  with  cows)  before 

reconsidering the way she expressed that concept and replacing it with an expression 
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that corresponds more to what one may expect to hear from a native speaker (a cow 

farm). This gives away a certain degree of knowledge of what 'natural English' should 

sound like, and shows evidence that ELF speakers do not only concern themselves with 

the communicative potential of their speech, but also with its flow. 

If  Extracts  2,  3  and 4 have been selected for  their  potential  to  highlight  the 

process  of  constantly  weighing  one's  thought  process  against  a  standard  in  the 

production  of  one's  speech,  it  should  also  be  mentioned  that  all  English  speech  is 

ultimately influenced by the standards of English to various extents in terms of grammar 

and lexicon. Indeed, for it to still be called English and understood as such, ELF must 

still be significantly similar to it. Let us consider the following extract, which has been 

exceptionally selected for its commonness and lack of interesting features in order to 

clear  away the  assumption  that  ELF speech  is  fundamentally  different  from native 

English speech:

Extract 5: LEcon329; S3=Serbian (RS)

122 S3: exactly (.) and there was one case (.) er some guy was so so happy (.) he 
jumped from the window. (.) on the street (.) <3> and broke </3> both legs  
@@@ hh <4> can you imagine </4> @ <@> yes </@> (.) 

All the words used in Extract 5 are common words found in most English dictionaries, 

their order follows the standard sequence subject-verb-complement and the conjugation 

of the verbs does not differ from what one may find in grammar books. The fact is that 

the bulk of the corpus is actually made up of similar extracts that do not display any 

significant  deviation  from the  norms of  Standard  English.  Beside  all  the  factors  of 

influence that will later be described in this chapter, one must not ignore that ELF is 

first and foremost defined by the rules and conventions that are agreed upon by the 

English speaking community, and this regardless of the (absence of) inherent legitimacy 

of these standards, as these rules and conventions are the first things that learners of 

English come into contact through education models. Having said so, standards are not 

always followed to the letter. Indeed, as the following extract exemplifies, even though 

ELF speech may be influenced by a knowledge of the correct forms of expressions 

according to  a  norm, the  process  of  reproduction  of  set  phrases  can be  flawed and 

expressions be altered by the speaker:

Extract 6: PRqas18; S4=Finish (FI) S2=Norwegian (NO)

122 S4: i'd like to ask about the beginning (.) level of those student. for instance who 
come to your course. er have they got ANY e:r previous knowledge of the:  
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norwegian language or do you start from the scratch 

123 S2: we prefer to start from scratch. (.) 

Here, the expression 'to start from scratch' is obviously familiar to S4, but despite this 

knowledge, he still fails to reproduce it perfectly and inserts an article which would not 

have been there normally—one of the tendencies of ELF speakers that were highlighted 

by Seidlhofer and previously described in chapter II.70 Similarly, in their zeal to speak 

good English,  ELF speakers can,  as in Extract  7,  use English words where a code-

switching would have normally been standard.

Extract 7: PRqas18; S2=Norwegian (NO)

39 S2: erm: (.) i have erm very good students (.) six hundred applicants for twenty-
five places? (.) so it's the CREAM on of the cream at my er university? (.) it's 
very good but they are SO : afraid of ma:king mistakes. (.) 

The expression crème de la crème, which according to a Google Ngram search has been 

present in written form in the English language since at least the 1860s, and popularized 

in the 1990s71, is normally pronounced in French by English speakers. While it may be 

improper  with  so  little  information  to  infer  on  S2's  motivations  to  translate  the 

expression,  this  extract  nonetheless  raises  some questions  concerning ELF speakers' 

regard for purity of the English language. Indeed, as Jenkins' study on attitudes towards 

ELF has also shown, the idea that native variations are superior to the deficient non-

native varieties is commonplace among ELF speakers72, and attaining native proficiency 

may be a desirable goal for a considerable number of them—even sometimes,  as in 

Extract 7, at the risk of overdoing it.

b) English native culture

The hypothesis that there could be a gap between a language for identification 

and a language for communication described in chapter I.2 seems to imply that ELF 

speakers could use the English language without making reference to the culture of 

native speakers of English. However,  as the number of extracts used in this section 

suggest,  making  such  a  clear  distinction  may  be  simplifying  the  reality  of  ELF 

interactions,  in which non-native speakers of English still  tend to show evidence of 

influences of English languaculture, even in the absence of any native speaker.

70 Seidlhofer, “Research Perspective on Teaching English as a Lingua Franca,” 220. 
71 See Appendix 1
72 Jenkins, English as a Lingua Franca: Attitude and Identity, 31-63.
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Extract 8: LEint555; S1=Latvian (LV) S2=German (AT)

46 S1: <2> yah i </2> really like it. (.) especially today? the sun is <3> shining and 
it's warm yeah </3>

47 S2: <3> yes thank god it's finally </3> shining

Extract 9: EDcon496; S1=Spanish (VE)

211 S1: using the website? (1) oh my god i'm gonna fail. (.) 

Extract 10: LEcon573; S2=Italian (IT)

31 S2: @ <@> (yeah) (2) @ oh my go:d </@> @@ @ 

Making reference to God is arguably not so common in European languages whereas 

'oh my God' and 'thank God' are common idioms in the United Kingdom or the United 

States. The fact that set expressions such as these are used by non-native speakers just 

as they would be used by natives may suggest a certain degree of exposure to native 

speech, which is especially marked in Extract 10, where the o of god is stretched out—a 

frequent  feature  in  native  speech.  In  Extract  11  and  12,  this  exposure  to  Anglo-

American  culture  is  made particularly visible  by the  fact  that  the  participants  refer 

directly to American traditions:

Extract 11: LEcon351; S2=Spanish (AR) S3=German (AT)

(about the tradition of leaving one's shoes under the Christmas tree)

162 S2: so <1> it's the night between twenty-four and </1> twenty-five (.) 

163 S3: <1> yeah yeah like in america </1>

Extract 12: LEint553; S3=German(AT) S1=Swedish (SE)

44 S3: a:nd er we did er <LNger> stock schiessen? {austrian sport} </LNger> (1) 

45 S1: mhm = 

46 S3: = like curling on asphalt? (.) <2> you know </2> yes? (.) 

Although  no  native  speaker  is  present  in  the  conversation,  a  reference  to  Anglo-

American culture is still  established as a point of common understanding among all 

participants as if, because they all speak English, it is assumed that such references are 

more likely to be understood by everyone than the local cultural events that are being 

discussed.

This process of taking the cultures of English as mirrors for viewing one's own 

culture as well as other cultures in the world through different eyes  is made apparent in 

the following extract:

Extract 13: LEcon351; S7=Spanish (AR) 
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64 S7: but er er (.) when we were <pvc> childrens </pvc> nobody understands  
WHY is santa claus is in the snow? with er s- @@ there's no snow at christmas. 
but in in <spel> t v </spel> in the movies it's a christmas is with snow <un> 
xx  </un><fast>  and  so  on  </fast>  (.)  when  we  were  children  you  didn't  
understand <un> xx </un> this is (.) this is not the christmas the christmas i  
KNOW 

Although S7 comes from Argentina, his case of exposure to American culture through 

TV is no different to the European experience. Indeed, one of the prominent ways in 

which Europeans come into contact with English is through American (and to a lesser 

extent,  British)  movies  and  TV shows.  These  media  of  culture  having  become  an 

integral part of the experience of growing up and living in Europe, it is no wonder that  

references  in  the  language  to  Anglo-American  culture  have  thus  become  so 

commonplace. Making the claim that Anglo-American values are spreading across the 

continent because English is becoming more prominent may be underplaying the fact 

that  those  cultural  elements  have  simply  become  part  of  the  European  cultural 

landscape, and this whether or not English is the language used to communicate them.

Another obvious sphere of influence of the native languaculture on ELF speech 

is direct experience with an English native culture, as illustrated by Extract 14:

Extract 14: EDcon496; S1=Spanish (VE)

159 S1: = yuck (1) to find out what (.) lousy ass group i've been put in (2) <clears 
throat> 

[...]

345 S1: o:h fudge (2) fudge fudge fudge we can't meet tomorrow (2) 

[...]

377 S1: {S1 is stretching his arms while talking} i'm just (.) <clears throat> going to 
the first class HIS class at least today cos we had [first name1] for law but  
<soft> [first name1] doesn't know shit </soft> (.) 

[...]

593 S1: i used to live with a jamaican in the states. 

Despite  being  a  native  Spanish  speaker,  the  English  speech  of  S1  is  considerably 

influenced by American slang—a phenomenon that can be explained by the fact that S1, 

as  he  mentions,  also  used  to  live  in  the  United  States.  International  mobility  has 

increased  drastically  in  the  course  of  the  late  twentieth  century,  and  the  local 

environment  in  which  one  has  been  brought  up  is  no  longer  the  only  factor  that 

influences one's culture. Another factor that may explain a more widespread familiarity 

with Anglo-American culture on the European continent is the fact that more people 
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have traveled – or come into contact with someone who has traveled – to an English 

speaking country and that the Anglo-American experience has simply become part of 

their personal identities. Moreover, the type of language displayed in Extract 14 is far 

from the standard taught in school, and evokes sentiments associated with a particular 

subculture. Using such culturally-charged language may not be innocent, but rather be a 

deliberate choice by the speaker to present himself as an auxiliary member of a trendy 

community of young speakers well-versed in American street culture.

Presenting oneself in relation to English native cultures is a personal choice that 

depends at least partly on one's attitude towards those cultures. If certain speakers – not 

unlike S1 in  Extracts  14 and 15 – embrace the native models  for  the feelings they 

generate  and  the  images  that  they  convey,  others  –  as  in  Extracts  16  and  17  – 

deliberately decide to distance themselves from being associated with those cultures:

Extract 15: EDcon496; S1=Spanish (VE) S2=English (GY) & Dutch (NL)

501 S1:  = <loud> help me out  </loud> help me out  guys.  (.)  help me  out.  (.)  
whoever helps me out will get a cookie and a date with me. (.) 

502 S2: <soft> oh lo:rd </soft>

503 S1: @@ <imitating> oh lo:rd </imitating> i love the way you say oh lord. 
(1) <imitating><7> oh </7> lo:rd </imitating>

Extract 16: EDse301; S2=German (DE)

270 S2: <6> cows </6> (.) whatever. erm (.) <smacks lips> which is to <soft> er  
</soft>  in  a  way  sort  of  (1)  yeah  (2)  the  the  erm  the  theme  is  is  rural  
development. er to develop other means of income. er in in the countryside. er 
i've i've trouble pronouncing rural so therefore i'm i'm hoping to avoid it as 
much as i can. @ <ono> ˈrʊrə </ono> @ <7> er </7> it's a very american 
word for me <ono> ˈrʊr </ono> 

Extract 17: LEcon351; S6=German (AT) S5=German (AT) S2=Spanish (AR)

321 S6: did you know that?

322 S5: what (.) 

323 S6: that the <L1ger> sandmann {sandman} </L1ger> in america is a bad one?

324 S5: <5> no </5>

325 S6: <5> yeah </5> you know in america everybody is bad.

326 S2: yeah 

327 S6: except bush or <@> something </@> @@@@ 

In Extract 16, the speaker discusses her difficulties pronouncing the word rural, which 
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she finds very 'American-sounding'. In doing so, she emphasizes the fact that she is not 

a native speaker, nor that she wishes to become one. 'American English' does provide 

her with a model of how words ought to be pronounced but – her not being American – 

she does not seem to have a problem with straying from that model. In Extract 17, S6 

jokingly makes a comment on what she presents as an American tendency to simplify 

the world between good and bad—the reference to Bush not being unreminiscent of his 

infamous  'Axis  of  evil'  concept.  If  anything,  jokes  such as  these  suggest  that  even 

though Europeans may have some degree of awareness of Anglo-American culture, it is 

not without being critical that they assimilate its values. If there might be some truth in 

the hypothesis that more English leads to more exposure to Anglo-American culture, 

equating this to a process of Anglo-Americanization of Europe assumes that this culture 

is being naively embraced without questioning, and ignores the range of reactions that 

such  exposure  actually  provokes.  ELF  is  not  devoid  of  reference  to  the  native 

languaculture of English. Indeed, whether Anglo-American models are desired, dreaded 

or disdained, they are used by ELF speakers to construct their  speech and identities 

around. 

Making a  reference  to  English  langaculture  by using  culturally-loaded terms 

may not always be the best option for ELF speakers who are trying to convey a concept 

from their  own culture.  Indeed,  when considering  the  choice  of  the  term  grammar 

school in the following extract, one realizes that it can lead to a conflict of meaning, as  

one cannot  be certain whether  the term is  meant  in  the British sense or to refer  to 

something pertaining to the Slovak education system:

Extract 18: EDcon250; S6=Slovak (SK)

444 S6: er we (.) er actually (in) <un><soft> xxx </soft></un> (.) is  grammar  
schools?  (1)  we  have  the  opportunity  to  learn  two  or  (.)  three  languages  
{parallel conversation in german starts} (.) then er in (.) in other schools i think 
there is only ONE foreign language (1) which is erm necessary 

In the context of Great Britain, grammar school refers to a particular type of secondary 

education institution that is selective and state-funded. There are reasons to believe that 

what  S6  is  actually  referring  to  in  this  extract  is  what  in  Slovakia  is  known  as 

'gymnázium'. Yet, as Seidlhofer argues, because models tend to promote a normative 

view of English based on what is correct in a limited English context73, it is likely that 

73 Seidlhofer, “Anglophone-Centric Attitudes and the Globalization of English”
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this speaker has been led to believe that a term as culturally-specific as grammar school 

could refer to schools of secondary education in a general sense. Knowledge of proper 

English in its native context is certainly not the only competence that ELF users need to 

possess  in  order  to  successfully  express  themselves  in  a  multicultural  environment. 

Indeed, an understanding of when language has communicative value and when it does 

not may be equally important, as sometimes – and especially in intercultural settings – 

the English approved by English teachers may prove not to be the most suited variety at  

one's disposal. The next section will describe other layers of languacultural influence 

which come into play in the establishment of one's speech and weigh against the native 

model: a speaker's cultural background and the cultural context of the interaction.

2) Influence of non-English languaculture on ELF

a) Personal linguistic and cultural background

Firstly, one should mention that a common tongue such as ELF allows speakers 

from different cultural backgrounds to express and discuss concepts that may previously 

have been unknown to one-another. The following extract provides an example of such 

exchange of concepts related to the local traditions of two speakers:

Extract 19: LEcon351; S5=German (AT) S2=Spanish (AR) S6=German (AT)

270 S5: what is cuckoo.

271 S2: no (.) <smacks lips> cuco. when <7> you're a child erm </7>

272 S5: <7> cuckoo is like you are stupid </7><un> xxx </un><1> @@@@ </1>

273 S2: <1> no no no no no no no no no.</1>

274 S2:  <L1spa>  el  cuco.<smacks  lips>  el  cuco  es  {the  cuckoo  is}  </L1spa>  
somebo- er something that nobody knows hh how he is. (.) but it's a bad thing. 
so when you're a child and you're a e:r <1> behaving not too good </1> you say 
<imitating> hey <2> be care</2>ful if not the <L1spa> cuco </L1spa> i- is  
coming to get you </imitating>

275 S5: <1><L1ger> schwarzer mann {black man} </L1ger></1>

276 S5: <2><L1ger> der schwarze mann {the black man} </L1ger></2>

277 S5: yeah that's <3><un> xxxx </un> you know?</3>

278 S2: <3> nobody knows what he is.</3> (.) 

279 S5: uhu 

280 S2: i- is so- <4> you know it's something </4> evil but nobody knows er what 
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he is.

281 S5: <4> is it like (.) uhu </4>

282 S5: yeah that yeah (.) exactly that's the black man.

283 S6: <5> yeah that's the black man </5> (.) 

284 S2: <5> in spain it's er <L1spa> el coco </L1spa></5>

By isolating concepts such as El Cuco or Der schwarze Mann through the use of code-

switching,  ELF  speakers  emphasize  their  specific  cultural  connotation.  Indeed,  by 

formulating these terms in the respective languages from which they originate, speakers 

can make sure that their reference to a languaculture different than that of English is 

recognized, and that their listeners are not left confused thinking that they are talking 

about a normal cuckoo or a black man. Once this special meaning is established, S5 also 

gives a literal English translation of the concept of  Der schwarze Mann. This makes it 

easier for others who do not speak German to remember it or to get an insight into the 

mindset of a German speaker. Code-switching and literal translation are the basic two 

ways in which ELF speakers can incorporate concepts from their own languaculture into 

their speech. Both of those strategies – which will now be presented in more details – 

have their own strengths and weaknesses when it comes to intelligibility, precision or 

flow of speech, and the rest of this section will provide different examples from the 

corpus of how various speakers can choose to convey non-English concepts through 

ELF.

Code-switching

The first case of occurrence of code-switching concerns instances of speakers 

missing the appropriate English terminology for a concept that they want to convey. 

This is usually the case – as the following extracts suggest – for words that are of a 

relatively high degree of technicality.

Extract 20: LEcon227; S1=Dutch (BE) S2=Danish (DK)

206 S1: it was this extremely you know emotional (1) congress about (.) whether to 
get out of government or (.) stay in government cos (.) <7> it </7> was (.) 

207 S2: <7> yeah </7>

208 S1: like (.)  a <L1dut> diktat {dictate} </L1dut> from the socialists that (.)  
they could vote or n- can't vote and (1) you know they're they're f- (.) they're  
scared 
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Extract 21: LEcon420; S1=German (DE)

844 S1: <2><un> xx xx xx </un> and er yeah </2> i think there is something like 
the <un> x </un> the <L1ger> akropolis {acropolis} </L1ger> 

Extract 22: LEcon420; S1=German (DE) S2=German (DE)

346 S1: and there was moor around it <@> and we hhh thought <imitating> okay 
we can go this way </imitating> to the other stones </@> (.) <3> and we were 
inside </3>

347 S2: <3> @@@@@ </3> @@ 

348 S1: <@><imitating> O:H NO :</imitating></@>

349 SS: @@@ 

350 S1: <@> everything was we::t and </@>

351 SS: @@@@@ 

In order not to disrupt the flow of speech, ELF speakers can sometimes resort to using 

words from their own language when the English word for it is not known to them, and 

hope  that  their  meaning  will  nonetheless  be  understood.  This  holds  especially  true 

among speakers of European languages, for which technical words such as  dictate or 

acropolis often share common Latin, Greek or Germanic roots. In Extract 22, although 

the word  moor is  not  tagged as  an instance of code-switching,  there are  reasons to 

believe that it is. Indeed, the word moor in that case refers to a certain type of marshland

—a meaning attributed to the German word moor. Although this word used to be in use 

in English, it now specifically refers to a type of land in the English county of Somerset.
74 It is highly doubtful that S1 meant it in this way, yet again that her listeners would  

understand and laugh. However, because S2 shares the same linguistic background as 

S1, she was able to understand the irony of the situation that S1 put herself in. In that 

sense, Extract 22 displays a case of successful communication that would normally be 

perceived as an anomaly according to standard-language ideology, but which may very 

well provide an example of 'German English'  in use in regards to the framework of 

World Englishes.

A second  use  of  code-switching concerns  the  transfer  of  concepts  from one 

language to another. This is the case of the terms used in Extract 19, but is made even 

more evident by the following extract with the concept of Region Europa Mitte:

Extract 23: PRpan294; S3=German (AT) S9=Slovene (SV)

8 S3:  i'm CONVINCED that er the (.) er REGION <soft> that the </soft> (.)  

74 British History Online, “Introduction,” A History of the County of Somerset: Volume 8, June 22, 2003, 
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=15100.
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<L1ger> region europa mitte {region europe middle} </L1ger> as we DO 
say in austria (.) has enormous er growth potential for us all. 

[...]

120 S9: erm [S9] [S9/last] faculty of <un> xx </un> [place3] (.) er one question to 
er <LNger> frau {missis} </LNger> [S3/last] erm (.) you MENTIONED e:r 
THAT project er <LNger> region europa mitte {region central  europe}  
</LNger> (.) and er i wonder HOW far is it (.) from finishing this project and 
(.) what are the obstacles it is e:r (.) is it er principal fear or something else 

At a conference on the development of financial markets in Central and Eastern Europe, 

S3, an Austrian presenter, mentions the expression of Region Europa Mitte, which she 

introduces  as  a  phrase from Austria.  Expressing  the  concept  in  German rather  than 

English makes it stick out of her speech, and thus makes it appear more real to the 

listener. The difference between saying Region Europa Mitte rather than 'the region of 

central Europe' could be said to lie in the same place as the difference between 'crème 

fraiche' and 'fresh cream'. While one is a recognized culinary term for a very particular 

type of cream, the other may refer to any cream that is fresh. This idea that opting for 

code-switching over translation helps to legitimize a certain concept is confirmed by 

S9's inquiry, who does not simply pick up the term and reuses it, but also refers to it as a 

project, adding even more value to its concreteness.

Literal translation

The second way in which concepts can be transferred from one language into 

English is via translation. Literal translation often occurs in non-native speech without 

even being noticed when the transfer leads to a phrase that also happens to be common 

in  Standard  English.  However,  it  can  in  some  instances  strike  out  as  an  obvious 

spillover  from  one's  native  languaculture  influencing  one's  thought  process  and 

sometimes, as showed by the following extracts, lead to confusion or misunderstanding:

Extract 24: LEint554; S5=German (AT)

103 S5: o:h e:rm they ask me: er i can borrow them the guitar? 

Extract 25: LEint552; S1=French (BE) S2=German (AT)

34 S1: = so: it's good place lot of people (.) good sou- good music (.) {music can 
be heard in the background}

35 S2: @@@ :

36 S1: a:nd er (.) a good organi- organization <2> so </2>

Extract  24 displays  an example of a tendency of speakers  of languages that  do not 

distinguish between 'to lend' and 'to borrow' (in this case German, but this could also be 
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said of Dutch or Scandinavian languages) to pin the meaning of 'to lend' under the word 

borrow. Similarly, in Extract 25, the fact that S1 describes a scouting program as having 

good organization rather than as 'being well-organized' attests a tendency of the French 

language to work with nouns where the English language would most commonly use 

verbs.

Through the medium of literal translation, ELF speakers can – consciously or 

subconsciously – coin new terms by applying the rules of Standard English morphology 

to  words  from  their  own  language  backgrounds.  The  following  extracts  provide 

examples of the formation of such neologisms:

Extract 26: EDcon250; S3=Slovak (SK) S6=German (AT)

249 S6: yeah i don't know er but (.) er the company said there won't do (.) such such 
a thing but (.) i will think so = 

250 S3: = yeah 

251 S6: because they e:rm it's <pvc> konkurrence {competition} </pvc> (.) 

252 S3: yeah <11> of course </11>

253 S6: <11> <pvc> koncurrecy {competition} </pvc> </11>

Extract 27: EDsed301; S7=Romanian (RO)

312 S7: = it still doesn't solve the problem of <pvc> rentability </pvc> = 

Extract 28: LEcon227; S2=Danish (DK)

122 S2:  do  you  have  <un>  xx  <ipa>  ˈpɑsɪts  </ipa>  </un>  or  a  <pvc>  
parliamentarism </pvc> (1) do you have to have a majority? 

Extract 29: LEcon573; S1=German (DE)

76 S1: it was like a surreal <pvc> inscenation </pvc> or something 

In  Extract  26,  a  Slovak  speaker  coins  the  word  konkurrence from  the  Slovak 

'konkurencia', meaning 'competition' in an economic sense; in Extract 27, a Romanian 

speaker  coins  rentability from 'rentabilă',  meaning 'cost-effectiveness';  in Extract 28, 

parliamentarism,  meaning  'parliamentary  system'  is  created  from  the  Danish 

'parlamentarisme' and in Extract 29, a speaker commenting on the mise-en-scène makes 

up the word  inscenation from the German 'Inszenierung'.  These words all  serve the 

function, as Pitzl et al. have pointed out, of filling lexical gaps.75 They allow speakers to 

get their message across, despite them or the standard lexicon of the English language 

as a whole lacking the appropriate terminology to do so. The fact that they are not 

recognized  as  correct  uses  according  to  standard-language  ideology  does  not 

75 Pitzl et al., “A world of words: processes of lexical innovation in VOICE,” 42-43.
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compromise  their  communicative  value.  Indeed,  words  such  as  konkurrence or 

rentability are likely to be understood by a wide range of Europeans, as several of their 

languages  share  a  word that  approximates  them. When contrasting  the  potential  for 

communication  on the European continent  of  those 'illegitimate'  words  with  that  of 

native expressions such as  grammar school found in Extract 18, one may conclude, 

following a purely pragmatic line of reasoning, that the former are more likely to be 

picked up and reused while the latter might decline in use—an hypothesis that will be 

put under the lens in the third part of this chapter. For the time being, as Pitzl et al. also 

conclude,  "one  should  accept  coinages  'for  what  they  are',  namely  'the  inevitable 

consequence of the transplantation of English to new communicative settings and its 

appropriation  by  new speakers."76 As  more  and  more  Europeans  re-appropriate  the 

language,  it  appears  a  natural  process  that  they  would  enrich  it  with  words  and 

expressions that also express their own ways of thinking.

b) Cultural space of interaction

As English spreads to the four corners of Europe, it reflects not only the minds 

of its new speakers but also the cultural space in which it is put to use. This cultural 

space refers to – but is not limited to – the physical and imagined space of interaction, 

the social codes that apply to this space, expectations projected upon people regarding 

their identities and how one should address them. Firstly, let us consider this extract 

taken from a conversation taking place in London:

Extract 30: LEcon573; S2=Italian (IT) S1=German (DE)

(Conversation taking place in London)

55 S2: ah but they were like erm (.) not DRESSED . fo:r a costume they were like 
dressed <1> for the night. normally </1>

56 S1: <1> dressed like </1> kids lining up (.) in the west end to go to a club? (.) 
but more <2> ta</2>cky? (.) 

The expression  kids lining up in the West end, taken out of the context of London is 

devoid of meaning. It specifically refers to a reality only known by those who have 

some familiarity with London's  languaculture.  This example,  because it  alludes to a 

native English cultural element, may not seem relevant for an analysis of how English is 

used outside of its native context. However, one must realize that if such processes of 

localization of the language are taking place in a native environment, they also do, as 
76 ibid, 43.
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the following extracts demonstrate, in a foreign one:

Extract 31: LEcon228; S1=Norwegian (NO) S2=Finnish (FI)

(Conversation taking place in Vienna)

14 S1: <fast> yeah what should i do?</fast> (1) but e::r (.) i went up to: (.) yeah ju- 
just  around the corner  there  is  a::  yeah er::  kind of  er:  (.)  yeah where the  
<LNger> strassenbahn {tram} </LNger> stops 

[...]

94 S2: how do you get home from the city center do you take a <LNger><spel> u 
</spel> bahn? {underground} </LNger> or a tram or (.) 

[...]

107 S2: i think the best thing is to actually take the:: (.) to take the <LNger> schne- 
schnellbahn {train} </LNger> 

Extract 32: LEint555 S1=Latvian (LV)

(Conversation taking place in Vienna)

74 S1: er and we were we saw <LNger> Stephans- {steven's} </LNger><9> erm 
<L1ger> -dom {cathedral}  </L1ger></9> and then  we were  in  <LNger>  
volksgarten {public garden in vienna} </LNger> and saw the architecture  
there around this garden <fast> and then </fast> hh  <LNger> rathaus {city  
hall} </LNger> = 

Extract 33: EDsed301; S2=German (DE) S6=English (US)

(Conversation taking place in Austria)

273 S2: hh erm (1) so er er what what ARE the other things that you that you can do 
on the countryside er under the theme of rural development @ 

274 S6: have a  <LNger> zeltfest? {traditional austrian party in a marquee}  
</LNger> (.) 

In these extracts, non-German speakers make a deliberate choice to use German words 

in their English speech to convey information related to the city of Vienna or to Austria.  

The fact is that,  in these three extracts  as well  as in Extract 30, all  participants are 

accustomed with the place where the conversation takes place,  and references to it, 

whether in English or in German, carry communicative value and can therefore be part 

of speech without needing to be explained nor justified. Instances of code-switching of 

this sort do not necessarily denote a lower command of the English language and can 

also be formulated – as Extract 33 shows – by native speakers of English taking part in 

ELF interaction as they convey a cultural meaning that English words would not. This 

being said,  they can,  however,  also serve the function of  lexical  gap fillers  when a 

speaker, as in Extract 34, ignores the proper English terminology:

Extract 34: LEcon227 S2=Danish (DK) S1=Dutch (BE)
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(Conversation taking place in Vienna)

96 S2: and all  of these parties (.) and now they are always in parliament with  
around (.) three per cent <un> xx </un> so (1) so s- = 

97 S1: = yeah yeah bu- (.) 

98 S2: but now = 

99 S1: = we have the party (.) party of er <LNger> arbeit {labor} </LNger> you 
know (.) 

Arbeit being a widely known German word combined with the fact that both speakers 

are currently in Austria leads S1 to assume that using it will allow S2 to understand 

what he tries to say despite him missing the correct terminology for 'labor party'. This 

example – as well as the previous ones – suggests that an awareness of the context in 

which speech is produced has to be considered an influence on language in its own 

right. The English spoken in Vienna, for example, is not only different from the English 

spoken in London because the native languages of their users differ, but also because 

they  are  both  affected  by  cultural  and  linguistic  elements  associated  with  different 

places. Moreover, it should also be pointed out that various levels of locality – ranging 

from the interpersonal to the global – all exert influence on the language. If previous 

extracts made reference to city-specific or country-specific languacultures, there may 

also be some evidence of emergence of European words such as  Erasmus or  interrail 

that refer to a shared European experience and that have integrated the language spoken 

on the continent, as illustrated by the following extracts:

Extract 35: EDcon250 S2=German (AT) & English (US) S5=Turkish (TR)

154 S2: so how are you enjoying your erasmus year?

155 S5: er: it is good. e:r the city is very good. i like it but (1) i don't have any close 
friend in here and i'm 

Extract 36: LEint554 S1=German (AT) S6=Spanish (ES) S5=German (AT)

45 S1: yes and what (do) you do in salzburg?

46 S6: er (were) t- (.) er tourism. @@@ we were there visiting the city.

47 SX-4: <soft> so </soft> (1) 

48 S6: only 

49 S5: they're on <8> <pvc> interrail. </pvc> </8> (.) 

A second layer of cultural space pertains to the topic under discussion. In Extract 

30, 31 and 32, this dimension blends into that of location, as the conversation focuses 

on the city in which the participants are also located. Yet, elements of the languaculture 
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of a place can also find themselves in ELF without the speakers even being in that place 

or originating from it, but by simply being mentioned in the conversation. This is the 

case of the reference to Geneva in the following extract:

Extract 37: PRint30; S3=Italian S2=Italian S1=German (AT)

228 S3: <L1ita> come si si in inglese ginevra {what is it in english geneva} 
</L1ita> (.) 

229 S2: <L1ita> no lo se {i don't know} </L1ita>

230 S3: or (.) <9><LNfre> genevre {geneva} </LNfre></9> (.) 

231 S1: <9> yeah </9>

232 S3: <4><LNfre> en francais oui {in french yes} </LNfre> yeah </4><soft> 
it's </soft>

233 S1: <4> yeah (.) yeah (.) yeah </4>

234 S2: <4> yeah (1) yeah </4>

235 S1: <L1ger> genf {geneva} </L1ger> it is in german (1) 

The allusion to the city of Geneva, located in the French-speaking region of Switzerland 

evokes in S3 a connection to the French language and encourages him to say a few 

words in  French,  which are not  significant  in  themselves,  but  nonetheless  seems to 

indicate  that  place and language are interlinked concepts  in  at  least  some speakers' 

minds. Similarly, if a reference is made to something that alludes to a local phenomenon 

in a particular place, it is likely that the terminology proper to that place will be used. In 

Extract 38, S2, a German speaker, makes a reference to a celebration specific to Biarritz 

– a city in South-Western France – by comparing it to Oktoberfest.
Extract 38: LEcon418; S2=German (DE) S1=Norwegian (NO)

34 S2: when: when i was in france this summer (.) i was in biarritz (.) and they 
have (.) li:ke e:r <L1ger> oktoberfest {october festival} </L1ger><5> they </5> 
call it (.) 

35 S1: <5> yeah?</5>

36 S2: <LNfre> fete de bayonne {traditional french festival} </LNfre>

37 S1: o<6>kay </6>

38 S2: <6><LNfre> fete {festival} </LNfre></6> is like <L1ger> fest {festival} 
</L1ger> (.) and <LNfre> bayonne {french city} </LNfre> is th- is the the city 
there (.) 

Such example gives an illustration of the cultural complexity of ELF use in Europe, 

where a German speaker can be witnessed using references to his own culture to explain 
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a local French tradition to a Norwegian speaker assuming that, because the conversation 

takes place in Vienna, those references will be familiar to that Norwegian.

This section has highlighted the intercultural aspect of ELF speech. Indeed, ELF 

speakers are at a crossroad of cultures: they draw influences from their languacultural 

background  while  keeping  an  awareness  of  their  position  in  the  cultural  space  of 

interaction as well as that of their listeners. The next part will analyze how, despite a 

multiplicity  of  factors  affecting  one's  and  everybody's  speech,  certain  common 

processes still emerge out of the process of interaction to, in their turn, come to shape 

how English is spoken in lingua franca settings.

3) Influence of the process of communication on ELF

a) Re-appropriation of standards

Even though ELF speech is largely influenced by the standards of English, as 

remarked in part III.1, certain tendencies of ELF speakers to stray from the model can 

still be highlighted. Although several occurrences of the common grammatical 'errors' 

mentioned by Seidlhofer and listed in part II77 have been found throughout the corpus, 

establishing a list of them may not fit the scope of this analysis. Instead, this section will 

focus on showing how certain identifiable shared processes in ELF speech are fostering 

lexical innovation among its speakers. Firstly, let us consider the neologisms found in 

the following extracts:

Extract 39: EDcon250; S5=Turkish (TR) S6=Slovak (SK)

747 S5: <7> izmir </7> is is the (.) er west side.

748 S6: yeah 

749 S5: very west side. (.) <pvc> westest {most west} </pvc> side of turkey (3) 

Extract 40: PRint30; S3=Italian

(on why S3 thinks that Vienna looks formal)

202 S3: the: (1) the the <pvc> CLEANness </pvc> (.) th<3>e:</3> 

Extract 41: LEcon227; S2=Danish (DK)

221 S2: fight about median vo- but also (1) i think this entire debate is influenced by 
the <pvc> medias </pvc> because (.) the <pvc> medias </pvc> in denmark at 
least either they (.) debate about immigration (.) immigrants and (1) 

What all these new coinages have in common is their application of existing English 

77 Seidlhofer, “Research Perspective on Teaching English as a Lingua Franca,” 220.
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grammar rules to irregular words that these rules would normally not apply to. In the 

case  of  westest,  the  mark  of  the  superlative  -est is  applied  to  the  adjective  'west' 

following the model of constructions such as 'cold/coldest' or 'new/newest'. The correct 

standard expression in that case would have been 'the most western' or 'the westernmost' 

– a necessary change of adjective to circumvent the fact that 'west' is a non-comparable 

adjective – although the term westest nonetheless follows a certain logic according the 

standard rules of English. Similarly, the word cleanness follows a model of construction 

of nouns from adjectives using the suffix -ness. The standard noun to use instead would 

have been 'cleanliness', a word formed through the same model, but using the dated 

adjective 'cleanly' as a root. However, as shown by a Google Ngram search, usage of the 

word 'clean'  is  much more common than that  of 'cleanly'78 and it  would only seem 

logical that the word cleanness would also prevail over 'cleanliness'—which is not the 

case in Standard English. Thirdly, the pluralization of the word 'media' in Extract 41 

showcases an increase in clarity over the standard English rule. The reason why the 

word  'media'  is  an  uncountable  noun  is  because  it  is  already a  plural  of  the  word 

'medium'. Yet, this plural has taken a meaning of its own in contemporary English and is 

often used to refer to means of mass communication of information such as television 

and newspaper. When meant in that sense, adding the  -s eliminates all ambiguity by 

clarifying that what one is referring to is a plurality of media, and not just one. Several 

neologisms such as these appear in the corpus, but will not be presented here in order to 

avoid redundancy. The reason why these three particular examples have been selected 

lies  in  the  fact  that  they  exhibit  the  functional  motives  of  lexical  innovation  also 

highlighted by Pitzl et al.'s study, namely regularization, economy of expression, and 

increased clarity.79 Indeed, all these new coinages display a process of regularization of 

the language based on a certain sense of logic and a disregard for exceptions to the 

rules. Moreover, as exhibited by the terms medias and westest, such regularization can 

also add something to the language in terms of clarity or flow of the sentence, whether 

they are used voluntarily or not.

An interesting development concerns the possibility that words such as these 

could get picked up and reused by other speakers. In the corpus selected for this study, 

two instances of such a phenomenon have been brought to the fore:

78 See Appendix 2
79 Pitzl et al., “A world of words: processes of lexical innovation in VOICE,” 40-41.
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Extract 42: LEcon351; S7=Spanish (AR) S4=German (AT) S6=German (AT)

66 S7:  er  (.)  <7> they er  they </7> charge  you?  for  <1> getting  like  a  </1>  
discounts the <2> ticket </2>

67 S4: <7><to S6><L1ger> bei uns ist es auch nicht anders oder? {it's not different 
in our country either is it} </L1ger></to S6></7>

68 S6: <1><to S4> the flair (don't have to) </to S4></1>

69 S4: <2> the what?</2>{parallel conversation stops}

70 SX-m: the ticket?

71 S6: the FLAIR @ 

72 S7: the f:lair is no (.) n- er in new year it's twenty euros for to get in?

Extract 43: EDsed301; S7=Romanian (RO) S2=German (DE)

312 S7: = it still doesn't solve the problem of <pvc> rentability </pvc> = 

[...]

333 S2:  erm  (1)  so:  (.)  the  the  issue  of  <pvc>  rentability  </pvc> of  of  
competitiveness er wasn't particularly dealt with er the farming population was 
(1) on the whole still protected (.) er the inequalities within the pa- farming  
population were not dealt with 

Extract 42 is taken from a conversation between students about the cover charge of bars 

in Sierra Nevada on New Year's Eve. The word flair is then mistakenly substituted to 

the word 'fare'  by S6 to refer  to the entrance fee and S7 – having in all  likelihood 

understood what S6 meant from the context – reuses that word. Although an obvious 

mistake  such  as  flair may  not  be  reused  again  outside  of  this  very  instance  of 

communication, the fact that it was picked up nonetheless helps to illustrate the idea that 

ELF speakers inspire themselves from the speech of others. In the case of Extract 43, 

during a class on agricultural policy in the European Union, the teacher picks up the 

word rentability that one of her student used earlier and that was already presented in 

Extract  27.  The  way  she  reuses  that  word  by  weighing  it  against  the  term 

competitiveness indicates at least two things: on one hand, she understands the concept 

without needing it to be explained and thus acknowledges its communicative potential, 

but  on  the  other  hand,  she  seems  to  find  more  security  in  not  deviating  from the 

standard,  and  intuitively  or  deliberately  encourages  her  students  to  use  the  term 

competitiveness over rentability. Such a finding echoes with Jenkins' study on attitudes 

towards ELF that was presented in part I.2 and which highlighted a certain degree of 

reluctance of non-native speakers to stray away from the models of Standard English.80 

If ELF speakers are indeed a main driver of lexical change in the English language, their 

80 Jenkins, English as a Lingua Franca: Attitude and Identity, 31-59.
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role as safeguard of the standards of English should also not be overlooked.

If the two previous examples provide some insight into how non-standard forms 

can be passed on from one speaker to another in a particular instance of communication, 

one may wonder how they may – or may not – spread to the language on a larger scale. 

In order to investigate this question, one may search the Internet for clues concerning 

the state of use of a particular variation. Indeed, a Google search of the term touristic 

used in Extract 44 yields some interesting results:

Extract 44: EDsed301; S7=Romanian (RO)

143 S7: a:nd er they were saying you know we're NOT only just producing food but 
we're al- we're also supporting the <pvc> touristic </pvc> industry in france 
<3> because </3><6> RURAL tourism </6> is based on visiting our beautiful 
farms with our with our beautiful cows and so on <4> and people have fun </4> 
and @ if you TAKE our subsidies away from us we won't be able to surVIVE 
and therefore TOURISM in france will be severely affected 

First of all, one should remark that the word  touristic, as used in this extract, is not 

standard English and that the prescribed phrase in this context would have been 'the 

tourism industry'.  However,  despite  not  being  recognized  by dictionaries  and  other 

authorities on English, a search of the word touristic nonetheless yields over 36 000 000 

results.81 A scroll through the results confirms that the word is indeed being used in its 

ELF sense—as a  replacement  of  the  nouns  'tourist'  and  'tourism',  and the  adjective 

'touristy'  as a qualifier for another noun such as in the phrases 'touristic attractions', 

'touristic place' or 'touristic information'. Documents published on the website of the 

European Commission even appear in the results,  such as a guide for "evaluating a 

territory's  touristic  potential"82,  which  indicates  that  this  word  is  not  only  used  in 

informal settings, but may not even be recognized as a mistake by the highly educated 

who  rely  on  English  daily  to  conduct  their  work  for  the  European  institutions. 

Interestingly, however, this finding concerning the apparent fossilization of the word 

touristic among the non-native speakers who are active in English over the Internet can 

be contrasted by the fact that the first results appearing at the top of the page when 

searching for it lead to blogs or language forums on which it was asked whether the 

term is  a  'Euro-English'  mistake83 and  on which  the use of  the  more standard  term 

81 Google, accessed May 17, 2014, https://www.google.com/.
82 European Commission,  “Evaluating a Territory's Touristic Potential,” November 1997, accessed May 

17, 2014, retrieved on http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/rur/leader2/rural-en/biblio/touris/metho.pdf.
83 “Do native English speakers use the word “touristic”?,” accessed May 17, 2014, 

http://english.stackexchange.com/questions/40682/do-native-english-speakers-use-the-word-touristic
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'tourist'  is  advised.84 Once again,  one can see in  this  example that although there is 

strong evidence of a process of re-appropriation of the English language by the masses 

of non-native speakers that use it in their daily life, it does not necessarily mean that the 

standards are changing. As non-standard forms become more commonplace and more 

widely  accepted  by  the  people  who  use  them,  those  forms  are  then  likely  to  be 

submitted to judgment against the native norms. If one hesitates on which term to use, 

there are good chances that what one will do is to query an online search engine before 

following what  is  advised  by the  community.  The 'community',  however,  is  mainly 

composed by 'those who know', and that is to say, by those who feel they have a right to 

comment  on  what  is  an  appropriate  usage  of  the  language  and  what  is  not.  This 

safeguard mechanism of the language is not negative per se, and the aim of this thesis is  

not  to  argue  that  non-standard  forms  should  become  standard,  but  considering  the 

balancing effect that the community of speakers can have on the language is a necessary 

piece of the puzzle for understanding the dynamics of the development of English in the 

European sphere.

Coining new words is one, but not the only way in which ELF speakers can re-

appropriate the standards of the English language. Another way consists in taking the 

liberty to  discuss  the  meaning of  words  and the implications  behind their  use.  The 

following extract – which has been taken from a conference session on cultural training 

of foreigners in Norway – illustrates this process:

Extract 45: PRqas18; S5=Undetermined S2=Norwegian (NO) 

136 S5: erm (1) one of the first steps (.) in <pvc> acculturing </pvc> students to  
your  own culture (.)  is  not to call  them FOREIGN students.  (.)  now the  
americans  started  this  business  of  calling  (.)  anyone  who  is  coming  in  (.)  
learning english just like in norway (.) to be able to: er pursue studies of the  
university level (you know) in medicine engineering whatever?

137 SX-f: <soft> yeah </soft>

138 SX-f: <soft> mhm </soft>

139 S5: they are calling them international students.

140 SX-2: <soft> mhm </soft>

141 S5: which is a EUPHEMISM . (.) because ob- obviously everyone has a past. (.) 
everyone  (.)  has  an  ethnic  (.)  national  IDENTITY .  (.)  but  SOMEHOW?  
somehow. (.) it sounds better. (.) because the word FOREIGN (.) has its own: (.) 
negative connotation. built in. (.) I am norwegian? (.) YOU are (.) a foreigner. 

84 “Touristic-Touristy,” Wordreference.com, accessed May 17,2014, 
http://forum.wordreference.com/showthread.php?t=897366&langid=13
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(.) so i wonder if in europe for example there are (.) language centers (.) such as 
yours (1) which actually use the same termin<3>ol(o)gy </3> as in the united 
states? (.) 

142 SX-f: <3><soft> yeah </soft></3>

143 S5: or else (.) you STILL call all these students foreigner. (1) 

144 SX-f: <soft> yeah?</soft> (.) 

145 S2: well it's a matter of erm tradition i think. in OUR country (.) it (.) especially 
for the students who are not IMMIGRANTS (1) 

146 SX-f: <soft> mhm </soft> (.) 

147 S2: and we have it in our name. (.) we also call it international groups (.) e:r but 
THAT is something else. (.) we reserve that word for those e- erasmus students 
er the EXCHANGE students. (.) 

148 SX-f: <soft> mhm </soft> (.) 

149 S2: and they this is a habit of long tradition? (.) a:nd i appreciate your advice (.) 
@ (.) but but erm: er in in our context it it's not negative to say foreigner.

In this  extract,  S5 questions  the presenter,  S2,  on the terminology that  she and her 

colleagues  in  Norway  use  to  refer  to  non-Norwegian  students.  To  S5's  inquiry  on 

whether  the  term  international  student now  used  in  America  is  preferred  over  the 

negatively connoted word foreigner, S2 responds that the latter term does not have that 

negative association in their context. This exemplifies that ELF speakers can also be 

their own authority on the English they use. They can decide that the meaning of a word 

or an expression in their own context can differ from that of its place of origin. The new 

meaning is  then  agreed  on through the  act  of  discourse  among a  particular  speech 

community. This sense of ownership of the language, it has been argued, stems from an 

awareness that there is no inherently right version of English, and can be fostered by 

teaching  intercultural  communication  skills  to  English  learners.85 The  fact  that  this 

extract was taken from a conference on multiculturalism, where participants are likely 

to  be  aware  of  the  previously  mentioned  issues  associated  with  the  rigid  standard-

language ideology, may not be a coincidence. Ideologies concerning what language is 

right  and  what  language  is  wrong  influence  language  just  as  much  as  cultural 

backgrounds  and  identities.  As  Canagarajah  mentions,  "teaching  ELF  allows  for 

heterogeneous  global  English  speech  community  with  heterogeneous  English,  and 

different modes of competence."86 An understanding of one's place in a global speech 

85 Bal Krishna Sharma, “World Englishes, English as a Lingua Franca, and English Pedagogy,” accessed 
May 14, 2014, http://www.academia.edu/962236/ 
World_Englishes_English_as_a_Lingua_Franca_and_English_Pedagogy.

86 Suresh Canagarajah, “Negotiating the Local in English as a Lingua Franca,” Annual Review of  
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community is an important factor in the development of one's English. In an attempt to 

investigate this matter, the next part will focus on the meta-communicative utterances 

that question the use of English in a particular speech community.

b) ELF speech community

While  the previous section aimed to show how ELF speakers  influence one-

another and can take ownership of the standards of English, this part will take a look at 

how,  through  the  act  of  speech,  they  can  generate  what  Baker  calls  a  discourse 

community—that is to say a cultural space that serves as a basis for the establishment of 

new shared identities.87 In that regard, a first type of phraseological construction worth 

mentioning is the inquiry that concerns the use of the English language, as illustrated by 

the following extracts:

Extract 46: EDcon250; S6=Slovak (SK) S2=German (AT) & English (US) 
S3=German (AT) S5=Turkish (TR)

581 S6: the gadgets small gadgets and we have erm (.) the 

582 S2: oh you really <1> do have erm </1>

583 S3: <1> yes er the ear- </1> ear- 

584 S6: yeah. (.) <10> those things </10> (.) 

585 S2: <10> mm:</10>

586 S6: the phones = 

587 S5: = earphones 

588 S6: <2><soft> yeah </soft></2>

Extract 47: LEcon420; S2=German (AT) S1=Czech (CZ) S2=German (DE)

497 S2: <8> i </8> would be devastated <@> yeah?</@> @@@@@@ <9> @@@ 
</9>

498 S3: <9><@> i'm telling you </@></9> if you (.) 

499 S1: <9> what?</9>

500 S2: i <@> would be very sad if i don't get the ticket </@>

501 S1: devi- what?

502 S2: <@> devastated <1> can't you </1><2> say that?</2></@>

503 S1: <1> devast- </1>

504 S3: <@><2> deva</2>stated </@>

505 SS: @@@@@@@@@@ 

Applied Linguistics 26 (2006): 211.
87 Baker, “The Cultures of English as a Lingua Franca,” 572-573.
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506 S2: like completely (1) <3> frus</3>trated 

507 S3: <3> yeah </3>

What stands out in both of these extracts is the process of relying on other speakers to 

confirm  or  correct  one's  use  of  the  language.  This  normative  role  of  the  speech 

community is not only enacted through questions such as Extract 47's  can't you say  

that?, but also in different ways such as the use of mockery, as depicted in Extract 48:

Extract 48: LEcon420; S2=German (AT) S3=German (DE) S1=Czech (CZ)

598 S2: mhm (.) <to S3> were YOU successful yesterday night?</to S3>

599 SS: <soft> @@@ </soft>

600 S2: in the laundry 

601 S3: yeah <7> i was </7>

602 SS: <7> @@ </7> @@@@ <1> @ </1> @@ <2> @@@@ </2>

603 S2: <1> great </1>

604 S3: <2> i found <3> it </3></2>

605 S1: <@><3> suc</3><4>cessful </4></@>

606 S2: <4><@> mhm </@></4>

607 S3: it was not (.) it was not a big deal well i found it 

By laughing at the fact that one could be successful with the laundry, the participants to 

this  speech event  emphasize S2's  rather  odd way to phrase the idea of successfully 

finding the laundry room. Although such individual examples may not allow to draw 

significant conclusions on the matter, missing words or being corrected on one's use of 

English may contribute to foster a sense of identity as a member of a non-native speaker 

community. The next extract has been specifically chosen to illustrate this thought. In it, 

two non-native English speakers discuss the fact that they are speaking English to each 

other:

Extract 49: LEcon227; S1=Dutch (BE) S2=Danish (DK)

3 S1: because (.) i talk english you talk english (.) 

4 S2: yeah 

5 S1: we understand each other (.) but (.) if e:rm (1) tha- that doesn't mean that (.) 
when i have a a scientific (.) you know thing to prove and you have something 
to prove (1) that (1) that it is enough communication (1) 

6 S2: yeah (.) we lose some yeah = 

7 S1: = because we lose a lot 

8 S2: yeah i know that i (.) have to search for words still (.) e<1>ven </1> though 
i (2) 
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9 S1: <1> yes </1>

10 S1: and even if you find a word (2) it might be not just the right word or (.) 

11 S2: yeah = 

12 S1: = and it was then about (.) that actually (.) i understand you (.) and you  
understand me and i understand you better than you understand (.) and you  
understand me better than er (.) a proper englishman (2) 

13 S2: yeah = 

14 S1: = cos someone who's from england is accustomed to (2) the high standard 
of english? (.) and when he listens to us he he he understands (.) things (.) but 
(1) it's very much a flat english (1) 

[...]

22 S1: = we express ourselves very functionally (.) you <5> know?</5> (.) 

23 S2: <5> yeah </5>

24 S1: we don't take (.) you know the right way we just take the way (.) that we 
think (.) that you will understand me and you = 

Although previous research as well as this thesis have demonstrated the assumption that 

ELF speakers only express themselves very functionally not to be accurate, the idea that 

ELF is merely an incomplete form of English is entrenched in the mind of its speakers, 

as  studies  on  attitudes  have  pointed  out.88 The  conversation  depicted  in  Extract  49 

represents the widespread idea that native variations of English are of higher standards 

and that  ELF speakers are lacking fluency,  yet,  it  also shows its  participants in the 

process of building an identity around this idea of deficiency. Indeed, when S1 says 

"you understand me better than a proper Englishman", he reinforces his membership to 

a non-native speaker community by acknowledging the advantages that such a position 

could also offer. Speaking English in international settings is most of all a pragmatic 

choice,  as it  is the language that is the most likely to be understood by the highest 

number  of  people.  Although  its  users  may  be  aware  of  their  shortcomings,  they 

nonetheless  make  a  deliberate  choice  to  resort  to  English  over  an  other  language, 

sometimes even – as in the case of this last extract – to accustom no more than one 

speech participant, which may indicate that the use of English could enable a sense of 

group solidarity among people who would not be able to communicate otherwise.

Extract 50: LEcon351; S2=Spanish (AR) S7=Spanish (AR) S6=German (AT)

118 S2: <L1spa> no el seis de (.) de enero {no on the sixth of january} </L1spa>

119 S7: <L1spa> seis de enero {sixth of january} </L1spa>

88 Jenkins, English as a Lingua Franca: Attitude and Identity, 93-107.
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120 S3: <un> xx xx </un>

121 S6: e:rm she can't understand you when you are always <7> talking spanish 
so </7>
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Limitations

All extracts  presented earlier  are taken from VOICE and this  study therefore 

suffers from a number of limitations associated with the nature of the corpus. Firstly, as 

explained in chapter II, in order to obtain a plurality of results, the material chosen for 

analysis was equally divided among three domains. However, despite this original intent 

for  diversity,  one  can  notice  an  imbalance  in  the  source  of  the  extracts  that  were 

eventually selected. Indeed, out of the 50 extracts presented in this thesis, only 5 came 

from the professional research domain (PR) while in contrast 29 were taken from the 

leisure  domain  (LE)  and  16  from  the  educational  one  (ED).  The  reason  for  such 

disparity may come from the fact that the two latter domains displayed a much higher 

number of instances of English use that were of some significance for this thesis. An 

hypothesis  that could be formulated to explain this finding may be that language in 

professional settings tends to be less metaphorical, more culturally-neutral and closer to 

Standard English than in informal settings. The data presented here, however, may not 

allow to draw conclusions on the matter, and further research would be needed to assess 

the influence of the domain on interaction on the production of speech. Such studies 

could, for instance, follow and record participants in different social settings to see how 

they modify their English according to the context.

Secondly, because the VOICE data is obviously aimed at providing a picture of 

ELF in use throughout Europe, all findings were made purely by observing the English 

speech of various participants and it remains unclear whether the choice of the language 

used had any influence over the cultural references that were being made. In the case of 

the  references  towards  the  English  native  languaculture,  for  instance,  one  of  the 

observations that this thesis made was that the speech of various Europeans was indeed 

influenced by Anglo-American culture in many ways. However, this, on its own, does 

not allow to conclude on whether it is the fact that English is spoken that is responsible 

for an increase in the occurrence of those references. Moreover, references to one's own 

culture may also prove to be more abundant in intercultural  situations where one is 

required to use ELF in comparison to when one's native tongue is used. In order to 

investigate the question of the link between language in culture in relation to ELF, it 

may be necessary to focus not only on the use of English, but to conduct an analysis that 
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would compare the use of English with that of other languages by the same participants.

Moreover, this study is bound to be limited by its corpus. The data analyzed 

represents only an infinitesimal fraction of the sheer diversity of the everyday use of 

English across the world, and any attempts to establish generalizations based on this 

data is deemed to fail. Despite this fact, some of the observations made in this thesis 

may echo with those of other scholars or incite readers to develop new research designs 

such as the two mentioned above which will, in turn, provide a clearer picture of the 

complexity of ELF use.

Furthermore,  the potential bias of the researcher must also be acknowledged. 

Indeed, a discourse analysis of this kind is bound to be influenced by certain opinions or 

prejudices,  notably  in  identifying  which  variations  in  the  language  deviate  from a 

standard and which do not. It should be admitted that all interpretations that arose from 

the qualitative data of the corpus are, after all, the products of one mind and that the 

participants in the speech events have not been questioned on their motivations to pick 

certain words or expression over others. This being said,  even though the particular 

reading of each extract is up to discussion, the claims that result from them are still 

valuable to take into account in relation to the theoretical framework presented in part I.
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Conclusions

Despite the limitations mentioned above, the analysis conducted in this thesis 

has nonetheless allowed to draw a number of conclusions on the state of English in 

Europe today that answer the three research questions formulated on page 2, namely on 

the Englishization of Europe, on the re-appropriation of the language by new speakers 

and on the skills  needed by ELF speakers to  ensure communication in intercultural 

settings.

Firstly,  on the  claim that  the spread of  English induces  a  process  of  Anglo-

Americanization  of  Europe,  the  results  presented  in  section  III.1  yield  a  nuanced 

picture. On one hand, proclaiming that English has no influence on European cultures 

whatsoever may be ignoring the reality of day-to-day interactions, as references to the 

native cultures of English – having most likely been learned by all English speakers 

through language classes or via exposure to American/English cultural products – still 

provide  a  common  ground  of  understanding  between  speakers  of  different  cultural 

backgrounds. On the other hand, one can also see in the English speech of non-native 

speakers that possessing higher awareness of Anglo-American culture does not equate 

with taking on its values. Indeed, attitudes towards Anglo-American cultural elements 

are conflicting, and knowledge of those elements might even in some cases strengthen 

one's  sense  of  distance  from  them.  Although  the  fact  that  European  cultures  are 

changing in contact with English might be undeniable, it is not so clear whether those 

cultural spheres are actually moving closer or further from each other. Indeed, while 

some elements of English languaculture might be embraced by its new speakers, others 

might also be shunned. As mentioned in the very first lines of this thesis, the global 

spread of English is only one story within the context of globalization. In that regard, 

and considering the previous findings, the English native cultural sphere only appears as 

one of the many elements that contribute to the hybridization of European cultures, and 

reactions against their input seem to be more rooted in the realm of emotions than based 

on concrete facts. In the end, language changes are representative of changes in society, 

and although change is not necessarily for the worse, it often provokes the most vivid 

reactions from those who perceive that what is familiar to them is under threat.

The other side of this fear of Englishization of Europe has to do with the more  
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deeply rooted  concern  for  cultural  loss.  Indeed,  it  is  often  assumed without  further 

questioning that English is responsible for language deaths and that, as a language dies, 

the culture of its speakers fades into oblivion. However, as this thesis has shown, this 

needs not  be the case,  as cultural  elements can be passed on from one language to 

another.  As English spreads across Europe,  it  is reclaimed by its  new speakers who 

display resourcefulness in how they communicate their culture and the way they think 

through  their  new  language.  However,  as  highlighted  in  section  III.2,  despite  this 

potential for English to convey cultural elements as diverse as its number of speakers, 

one must  not  underestimate the effect  of the stigmatization of  its  non-native forms. 

Indeed, because certain varieties enjoy a higher prestige than others and because the 

language is still regarded by the vast majority of people to have right and wrong forms, 

its speakers find themselves in the position of having to balance various elements of 

their linguistic and cultural background against the standards they have learned to be 

correct. This balancing act is at the heart of ELF: In communicating through the means 

of English, ELF speakers position themselves at the crossroad of cultures. On one hand, 

they re-interpret the culturally-loaded words and expressions of the English language to 

fit the frames of their own situation, while on the other, in having to formulate concepts 

from their own cultures through the structure of English, they are required to reconsider 

their normality by adopting the perspective of an outsider.

Because of this culturally hybrid nature of ELF, it is crucial that its users possess 

an  acute  sense  of  cultural  awareness  and  a  certain  flexibility  in  their  language 

expectations in order to ensure successful communication. Indeed, as this analysis has 

shown, the English language used as a medium for intercultural communication takes 

forms much more diverse than the standard that is promoted through education models. 

Moreover, in a society as culturally and linguistically diverse as Europe – where English 

is mostly spoken among people of different native tongues – the English native idioms 

may not even hold as much communicative potential as some expressions traditionally 

regarded  as  mistakes  by  proponents  of  Standard  English.  This  raises  questions  on 

whether English should still be taught like any other language in European schools by 

taking native speakers as models, or if its learners would not benefit from being exposed 

early on to the multiplicity of varieties that they are bound to encounter once they get to 

use the language in real-life  situations.  That  being said and as the data provided in 
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section  III.3  also  suggests,  such a  pragmatic  approach to  English  teaching must  be 

contrasted with widespread beliefs regarding the undesirability of non-standard forms 

among native and non-native speakers alike. Thus, although teaching ELF by exposing 

students to non-native varieties and by focusing on communication rather than on the 

mimicking  of  native  speech  may  improve  their  much  needed  intercultural 

communication skills, it may also run the risk of putting them at a disadvantage in the 

way they are perceived by others if they happen to stray too much from what is believed 

to be correct.

To  end  this  thesis  on  a  postmodern  note,  despite  all  their  divergences,  all 

previous findings tend to converge to one conclusion: Language, besides being affected 

by various  cultural  elements,  is  also highly influenced by ideas  and attitudes  about 

language itself. As the famous statistician George E.P. Box once said, "all models are 

wrong, but some are useful"89.  In their attempt to improve our understanding of the 

dynamics of language, linguistic models also contribute to their own subject of focus by 

taking a position in influencing opinions, language policies and teaching. They provide 

guidance on how to use language, and give legitimacy to some of its variations. Thus, 

they modify the very object they were set to describe. Although research on ELF can 

hardly be said to  be as prescriptive as  standard-language ideology,  it  is  nonetheless 

engaged  in  challenging  preconceived  ideas  about  the  prestige  of  certain  language 

varieties and in promoting a worldview that values cultural diversity. In that sense, one 

could note that linguistic theories are not simply frameworks designed to explain, but 

also objects that contribute to the process of language development, and should be taken 

into consideration in more self-aware research. To come back to the issue of language 

education, one may note that the kind of English that is to be taught in schools is more 

of a choice pertaining to an ideology than an absolute evidence. In the case of Europe, 

however, where diversity is usually celebrated – at least in principle – one may wonder 

why such static and hegemonic views of language remain well entrenched and largely 

go unchallenged even among the well-educated.

89 George E. P. Box, Empirical Model-Building and Response Surfaces, Wiley Series in Probability and 
Mathematical Statistics (New York: Wiley, 1987), 424.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Number of occurrences of the expression crème de la crème in the Google 

Books database between 1800 and 2008

From Google Books Ngram Viewer

Appendix 2: Number of occurrences of the terms clean and cleanly in the Google Books 

database between 1800 and 2008

From Google Books Ngram Viewer
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